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Zusammenfassung

Durch die kontinuierlich sinkenden Hardwarekosten ist es mittlerweile möglich, eine
immer größere Anzahl an Sensoren und Aktoren mit intelligenten Kommunikations-
schnittstellen auszustatten und somit zu "smarten", vernetzten Geräten zu machen. Im
Gegensatz zu früheren, meist isolierten Installationen wachsen diese Geräte zu einem
großflächigen, verteilten System zusammen. Dadurch verschiebt sich der Fokus bei der
Entwicklung von den einzelnen, isoliert installierten Geräten, hin zu den vom Gesamt-
system zur Verfügung gestellten Diensten und somit zur ausgeführten Software mit
ihren Eigenschaften. Um sicher zu stellen, dass die auf den Geräten ausgeführten
Anwendungen herstellerübergreifend miteinander interagieren können, sind standar-
disierte Schnittstellen notwendig. Dies bedingt ebenfalls die klare Trennung zwischen
Systemsoftware und Anwendung.

Der erste Beitrag dieser Arbeit ist die Definition einer angepassten Dienste / Service
orientierten Architektur (SOA), die alle Schnittstellen der Anwendungen klar definiert
und die auf den überwiegend stark ressourcenbeschränkten Systemen ausgeführt wer-
den kann. Da als Basis für eine SOA üblicherweise eine Ausführungsumgebung bzw.
Middleware als Infrastruktur benötigt wird, ist die Definition einer modularen und
anpassbaren Middleware zur ressourcenschonenden Ausführung von Diensten auf
leistungsschwachen Geräten der zweite Beitrag dieser Arbeit.
Da die Anpassungen der Middleware für jedes einzelne Projekt mit zunehmender An-
zahl an Geräten und Diensten zu einer sehr komplexen Aufgabe wird, ist der weitge-
hende Support durch Werkzeuge und einen geeigneten Entwicklungsprozess Voraus-
setzung. Der Entwicklungsprozess muss die Beiträge verschiedener Benutzergrup-
pen, nämlich der Endanwender, der Plattform-Spezialisten und der Domänen-Experten in
einer eindeutigen Darstellung zusammenführen und gleichzeitig jeder Gruppe den für
sie angepassten Ausschnitt des Systems zur Verfügung stellen. Die Definition dieses
Entwicklungsprozesses und die Spezifikation eines dafür geeigneten Systemmodells
stellen im Zusammenhang mit der Möglichkeit zur Generierung einer angepassten
Middleware den dritten Beitrag dieser Arbeit dar.
Die Stichhaltigkeit des vorgestellten Ansatzes wird mittels einer Anwendung im Bere-
ich Heim-/Gebäudeautomatisierung und einer Logistik-Anwendung evaluiert. In An-
betracht der Vorteile des erarbeiteten Ansatzes ist ein Transfer der Ergebnisse in andere
Domänen, insbesondere in die Automobil-Industrie als weiterführende Arbeit zu be-
trachten. Dies ermöglicht das Ausnutzen der Skale-Effekte basierend auf der Massen-
produktion um dann, im Anschluss, höher entwickelte Systeme zu einem geringeren
Preis herstellen zu können, und diese in Bereichen einzusetzen, für die bis dahin Elek-
tronik als zu kostenintensiv angesehen wurde.
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Abstract

Due to the decreasing cost of hardware, a huge amount of sensing and actuating de-
vices are now equipped with communication interfaces and became "smart" and net-
worked sensors or actuators. A sensor actuator network (SANet) can be seen as a huge
distributed system with many interconnected devices. In contrast to the small and
mostly isolated deployments in the past, nowadays many different devices and even
networks are interconnected to form a large scale system, a system of systems. This
evolution causes many changes to the well-known system development and mainte-
nance techniques in the embedded domain as there will be different groups and com-
panies involved in the development process. To assure that distributed applications on
those devices can easily be interconnected and to get an uniform view of the whole net-
work, standardized and uniform interfaces are necessary. This also introduces a clear
separation between applications and the underlying execution environment.

This thesis targets the resulting challenges from the described trend. The first contri-
bution of this thesis is to introduce an adopted service oriented architecture (SOA)
providing a uniform notion of applications (services) by employing the well known
SOA pattern. Key part of this contribution is the tailoring of the SOA idea of services
for the mostly resource constraint embedded domain.

The foundation of a SOA is always an execution environment or middleware capable
of housing the services and providing the required infrastructure. The definition of
a modular middleware enabled for tool based tailoring and suitable for running on
resource constraint embedded devices as well as for housing the services is the second
contribution of this thesis.

As tailoring the middleware and so customizing it for each deployment can become a
complex task, extensive tool support and a suitable development process need to be
available. The proposed development process combines the contributions of distinct
user groups namely the end users, platform specialists and domain experts by providing
each group with a tailored view of the system model. The definition of this develop-
ment process and the specification of a system model to support the system assembly
as well as optimization and extensive code generation of the tailored middleware is
the third contribution of this thesis.

The validity of the elaborated approach is evaluated using a home-/building automa-
tion and a logistics scenario. Considering the benefits of the presented approach, a
transfer to additional domains especially the automotive domain needs to be consid-
ered as future work to employ the scale effect of mass production by developing more
sophisticated systems for a much lower price. These systems can then be employed for
tasks where electronics are now considered as to expensive.
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CHAPTER 1

Introduction

Contents
1.1. Background and Motivation . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1

1.2. Terms and Definitions . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3

1.3. Challenges for Networked Embedded Systems . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6

1.4. Main Contribution of this Thesis . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8

1.5. Demonstrators and Fields of Application . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11

1.6. Structure of this Thesis . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15

1.1. Background and Motivation

Embedded networks containing a multitude of networked nodes with varying sensing,
acting and processing capabilities as depicted in Figure 1.1 are gaining increasing im-
portance in many application areas such as the automotive, building management or
the factory automation sector. Mastering these large scale distributed applications has
always been a complex and challenging task for which already a huge amount of expe-
rience was gathered over time. The challenges used to be concerning the development
of suitable hardware devices and communication infrastructures. For new develop-
ments, the special characteristics of embedded networks, such as resource limitations,
heterogeneous hardware, ranging from PCs over embedded controllers to primitive
devices like switches, and the use of diverse communication protocols as well as in-
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Figure 1.1.: Networked Embedded System Overview: Devices, User-Groups, Models

creasingly complex applications pose new and unique challenges. Analogous to other
distributed systems, the development of customized solutions for every single installa-
tion is becoming too costly and time consuming.

Bringing the large scale and especially long living applications together with very re-
source constraint heterogeneous systems on the one hand and the internet on the other
hand opens new challenges for research and industry products.
A promising approach is to rely on the concepts of a Service Oriented Architecture
(SOA): an application is interpreted as a set of data providing (sensors), data process-
ing (application logic), and data consuming (actuators) services. Nowadays, Web ser-
vices [BDJ07] are the most prominent SOA implementation and have proven their suit-
ability for building SOA based applications for the Internet. However, the notion of

2
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SOAs known from the Web service domain is not applicable for embedded networks,
mainly due to hardware constraints, and requires several adoptions.

This is the application field, where this thesis will contribute to lower the burden for
new developments by providing adapted development methodologies as well as an
implementation to show their feasibility.

1.2. Terms and Definitions

As terms and definitions in this area of research are mostly ambiguous, a selection rel-
evant for this thesis is elaborated in the following paragraphs and provides a common
understanding of the topic for the remainder of this thesis. The challenges as well as
the contributions of this thesis cannot be directly assigned to exactly one of the topics
as they mostly are overlapping. The discussion of the definitions will provide an intro-
duction to the area of research and the related research topics. In particular these are
(wireless) sensor actuator networks, cyber physical systems, systems of systems and
networked embedded system.

1.2.1. Sensor Networks / Sensor Actuator Networks

Sensor actuator networks (SANets) in principle do have a long tradition in many differ-
ent areas. Since many years, engineers employ sensor networks to get a better knowl-
edge and finally also control over the processes, e.g. in industry, agriculture and the
automotive domain. Almost all devices where electronics is employed are using sen-
sors to monitor or to interact with the environment. The main focus of sensor actuator
networks is the highly distributed acquisition of data using many sensor nodes to get
profound knowledge of the environment and to use this information to monitor and
control processes. John A. Stankovic introduced sensor actuator networks in the fol-
lowing way:

Wireless sensor and actuator networks (WSANs) constitute an important and ex-
citing new technology with great potential for improving many current applica-
tions as well as creating new revolutionary systems in areas such as global scale
environmental monitoring, precision agriculture, home and assisted living med-
ical care, smart buildings and cities, industrial automation, and numerous mili-
tary applications. Typically, WSANs are composed of large numbers of minimal
capacity sensing, computing, and communicating devices and various types of ac-

3
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tuators. These devices operate in complex and noisy real world, real-time environ-
ments. [Sta08]

1.2.2. Cyber Physical Systems

Over the time, the systems became more and more complex. If there was at the be-
ginning only one sensor and one actuator which were connected to a control unit, the
systems began to grow and the complexity began to rise. With the rising number of
sensors, controllers and actuators, the possibility to exchange data between different
controllers and of course to use the sensor readings provided by one sensor for many
different control applications became an important design factor and finally lead to the
introduction of bus systems for data exchange as a first step. Although sharing of data
was then possible, the devices on a bus usually stayed quite homogeneous at least in
the sense of communication.
Although there are different definitions for the term cyber-physical system (CPS), most
of them agree that CPS focus is in the interaction of the physical (using sensor and actu-
ators) and the cyber (software) world to control processes. The distributed acquisition
and control is in contrast to SANets, not a key focus for CPS. In one of his papers about
CPS, Edward A. Lee summarized the challenges coming from the interaction of the real
world and the cyber world with the following statement:

Cyber-physical systems (CPSs) are integrations of computation with physical
processes. Embedded computers and networks monitor and control the physical
processes, usually with feedback loops where physical processes affect computations
and vice versa. In the physical world, the passage of time is inexorable and concur-
rency is intrinsic. Neither of these properties is present in today’s computing and
networking abstractions. [Lee08]

These CPSs usually have one manufacturer or at least a contractor who is responsible
for the whole system, who decides how the interfaces to the external world are, and
how the components in the system can interact. This developer also decides which
services a system can provide to external users or which services it my use.

1.2.3. System of Systems

As soon as we go one step forward, systems consisting of many individual CPS and
SANets can be built and responsibilities start to blur. This is when systems of sys-
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tems appear and provide new functionality and - most possibly - emergent behavior.
System of systems (SoSs) [Kot97] usually consist of many individual systems (CPSs,
SANets) which are controlled by individual persons or organizations. The SoS are usu-
ally formed at run-time using information provided by the individual systems and the
requirements given by them or by a user. Based on these requirements, SoS are assem-
bled at run-time based on contracts between different systems and service providers.
Usually for all the participants of a SoS the cooperation provides an additional value to
them; this can be the payment for the usage of a system or the additional data that is
available due to the cooperation [SSH+07]. In order to allow a flexible system compo-
sition, a common knowledge or at least a common understanding of the data and the
communication interfaces is required. Thus an ontology is required to describe the sys-
tem, the services and the requirements and capabilities. In addition, an ecosystem for
SoSs needs to provide several services for the users to increase development speed and
quality. Although there are many definitions of SoS (Kotov [Kot97], Keating [KRU+03],
Manthorpe [Man96]), there is no broadly accepted one, but many of them agree, that
the main focus is the interconnection of different systems to provide more use than a
single systems could do. In addition, the behavior and composition of these systems
can change regularly. Sage and Cuppan summarize the key characteristics as follows:

The component systems achieve well substantiated purposes by themselves and con-
tinue to operate in this way and accomplish these purposes even if detached from
the overall system. The component systems are managed in large part for their own
purposes rather than the purposes of the whole. Yet, they function to also resolve
purposes of the whole that are generally unachievable by the individual systems
acting independently. In other words, these ultimate purposes “emerge” from the
SoS. It is not the complexity or size of the component systems or their geographic
distribution that makes them a “system of systems”, although many contemporary
systems of systems will be geographically distributed. Thus, geographic distribu-
tion can be viewed as a third characteristic. Another major characteristic that is
useful in distinguishing very large and very complex but monolithic systems from
a true system of systems is evolutionary development. A system of systems may
not appear fully formed and functional initially. Its development is evolutionary in
the sense that functions and purposes are added, removed, and modified with expe-
rience in use of the system. As a consequence of this evolutionary development, the
resulting system of systems will have the property of emergent behavior whereby it
functions and carries out purposes that are not possible by any of the component
systems. These are the five characteristics of systems of systems detailed earlier.

5
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A system will be called a SoS when all or a majority of these characteristics are
present. [SC01]

1.2.4. Term used in this Thesis

As elaborated above, sensor actuator networks (SANets), cyber-physical systems
(CPSs) and system of systems (SoSs) cover an overlapping number of topics. In which
of these three definitions a project or deployment fits, is quite blurred and has no deep
impact on the topics discussed and contributed by this thesis. Hence the term net-
worked embedded system will be used. This also includes the interoperation of the
networked embedded system and the Internet.

1.3. Challenges for Networked Embedded Systems

As an introduction the basic challenges for embedded networks will be summarized
and later on be used as foundation for the adoptions required to the SOA approach
for a feasible deployment to embedded networks. The following discussion will fo-
cus on embedded SANets, which are used to perform control and automation tasks.
Starting from these rough characteristics introduced above, detailed characteristics are
identified in the followings paragraphs:

Heterogeneity

A network built for automation purposes will typically contain nodes with a broad
range of different capabilities. Depending on their task, nodes possess a diversity of
processing, storage, sensing, and acting capabilities stemming from hardware compo-
nents supplied by various manufacturers. Another source of diversity are user sup-
plied devices which are used by the end-user to interact with the system, such as cell
phones, PDAs, PCs, etc. This heterogeneity requires tools that allow building applica-
tions without prior knowledge of the exact hardware configuration, while simultane-
ously exploiting the given hardware resources as efficient as possible.

Distributed and Reconfigurable Architecture

In a control oriented network multiple distributed applications are simultaneously exe-
cuted, each of them accessing a subset of the available sensors and actuators. As a con-
sequence, a decentralized network structure is beneficial for these control applications. It

6
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avoids the bottleneck of a single central node and ensures that not all applications cease
to work if a single node fails. A distributed execution is also beneficial from an opti-
mization point of view, because often the amount of transferred data can be reduced by
placing the data consuming control logic nearby the data producing sensors. Further-
more, control networks have to be reconfigurable at run-time. At any time, new nodes
with previously unknown functionality can be added. To support these dynamics, the
network has to provide a repository of the available devices and a logging facility that
allows retracing changes. Because new applications can be installed at run-time, the
purpose of individual nodes in the network is not fixed, but changes throughout the
lifetime of the network. This requires a dedicated life cycle management that supports
the installation, startup, shutdown, and removal of applications on the nodes in the
network.

Resource Limitations

Hard boundary conditions of sensor networks are resource limitations imposed by the
underlying hardware. Consequently, an efficient execution of applications and com-
pact network protocols are important. The diversity of the available hardware addi-
tionally requires scalable functionality. Small devices should only contain the bare min-
imum of functionality needed to perform their tasks, whereas more powerful nodes
should be flexible enough to provide run-time adaptability.

Error Detection and Recovery

Node failure or communication problems are likely to occur in embedded networks,
especially if battery powered devices or wireless links are used. Some problems can
be compensated by the used network protocols, e.g., by re-routing data on alternative
paths. Other exceptional situations, e.g., a non-functional sensor or actuator, may be
compensable if redundant hardware is available. Development tools should support
the creation of robust applications, which benefit from redundantly available hardware.
Furthermore, foreseeable exceptional situations, e.g., energy depletion, should be de-
tected and reported before an actual failure occurs.

End-User Programming

The applications running on a sensor network are typically not known in advance and
often no trained personnel are available for the installation of new applications. E.g., an
end-user, who wants to configure the mapping of lights and switches in his automated
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home, has neither programming experience, nor detailed knowledge about the used
hardware. Additionally, the applications executed on the network vary from installa-
tion to installation, because they depend heavily on user preferences and the available
nodes. The opening of a broad mass market requires concepts which support an easy
end-user programming, i.e., enable an end-user to intuitively install, (re-)configure, and
extend applications. Furthermore, automation support for the installation and config-
uration of applications in large scale installations is important. Subnets with similar
functionality should only have to be configured once and similar installations should
be configured analogously to existing ones.

Bridging

Embedded networks do not operate in isolation but often possess access to wide area
networks or the Internet. An easy integration of embedded networks with external
components requires web service (WS) based interfaces, as these are the de-facto standard
for the communication with external services. The challenge thereby is to connect the
WS domain with its high resource demand and its highly available components to the
embedded network domain with its small footprint nodes, which might fail from time
to time. WS interfaces alone are not sufficient for the integration of embedded networks
with enterprise back-ends, e.g., in a shop floor integration scenario. Additionally, the
data delivered by the sensor network has to be integrated into the enterprise knowledge
domain. This requires semantic information that allows combining the measured data
with the information contained in the back-end databases.

1.4. Main Contribution of this Thesis

In this thesis, requirements for a middleware for networked embedded systems also
considering the aspect of systems of systems are elaborated and an implementation
of the key features is discussed. To show the feasibility of the proposed approach two
demonstrators are built, one focusing on a home-automation scenario and one focusing
on industrial process monitoring. They will be introduced in Section 1.5 and later on
referred to in the corresponding sections. In order to handle the high complexity of dis-
tributed embedded systems, the requirements an application and a middleware needs
to satisfy are quite high, especially if the systems are hand-crafted without proper tool
support.

To allow an easy, save, and convenient way to develop these networked embedded sys-
tems, modern software development techniques like model driven software develop-
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Figure 1.2.: Comparison of Development Approaches: Comparison of the development
of networked embedded systems manufactured by using the common ap-
proach in relation to the tool-based approach introduced in this thesis

ment and code generation [VSB+13] which are already applied in other application do-
mains needs to be applied to networked embedded systems and, if necessary, adapted
for the embedded domain with its special requirements like extra functional aspects. In
Figure 1.2 a typical software stack of networked embedded systems is used to compare
the common development approach to the key benefits of the approach presented in
this thesis.
As soon as techniques like the use of middleware systems, a service oriented architec-
ture or code generation are discussed in the context of networked embedded systems
development, similar problem statements are be presented: These are (amongst others)
that no efficient code can be generated or that the use of a middleware introduces too
much overhead. Although these are quite big challenges, they can be mastered using
the approach presented in this thesis. As an introduction for the following chapters,
the major challenges are shortly elaborated and a reference is given to the chapter in
this thesis, where a solution for the concern is given.

1.4.1. PROVE: SOAs can be Applied to Resource Constraint Devices

The first challenge is about service oriented architectures (SOAs) [DK08] and embed-
ded (resource constraint) systems. As soon as the term SOA is mentioned in conjunc-
tion with sensor networks or resource constraint embedded software, people judge the
combination as not feasible, because SOA is usually referred to web services [GG+04],
Java [Gos00], and XML [BPSM+00]. As a consequence, people tend to think that these
techniques are too resource consuming, not deterministically executable, and in the
end not practicable for embedded applications at all. But as soon as only the basic con-
cepts and so the benefits of SOA like encapsulation of functionality provided through
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well-defined interfaces and the abstraction of the execution location are used, the ap-
plicability changes dramatically.
The implementation described in this thesis allows using the benefits of the SOA con-
cept and in addition, maintaining resource consumption due to the tailoring for the
embedded domain. The adoption of SOA results in long living and stateful services
which are usually implemented in C. The services are instantiated at system configu-
ration or startup time, not for each invocation of a service. The data format is not pure
XML-based but realized using an efficient binary protocol and the communication is
handled using a middleware tailored to the specific needs of an application. Using this
concept, a SOA middleware including all the services can be executed on tiny 8 or 16-
bit microcontrollers with not more than 4k of RAM.
A description of these embedded service (eService) and the special requirements and
capabilities are elaborated in Chapter 3

1.4.2. PROVE: A Middleware Approach is Feasible for Resource
Constraint Embedded Applications

As known from common SOA deployments a suitable middleware needs to be used to
deploy services. Having in mind the term middleware, usually heavy weight systems
like application servers or systems like J2EE [Joh05] or CORBA [Obj08] are associated.
In contrast to these general purpose middleware systems, a middleware for resource
constraint embedded systems needs to fulfill certain special requirements like realtime
capabilities, resource management, and probably safety features.
The minimum features a middleware needs to provide to justify the potential overhead
are mechanisms for communication and data handling. In addition, features like life-
cycle management, health monitoring, and fault tolerance might also be an additional
requirement depending on the concrete application. To increase development speed
and quality and to decrease development cost, a modular middleware is required.

This modularity in combination with the tailoring to the exact application needs pro-
vides a suitable way to bring a middleware onto resource constraint devices without
producing too much overhead. In order to make such a highly modular and tailor-able
system manageable by a developer, tool support is required to do the tailoring process.
As a result, the middleware can be applied to very tiny and resource constraint system
like an 8-bit microcontroller as well as on state-of-the-art PC hardware. Of course there
will not be all high-end middleware capabilities available on small nodes, but the basic
set of functionality can be deployed as shown in Chapter 5.
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1.4.3. PROVE: MDA is an Efficient Solution for Resource Constraint
Systems

When having a look at the Object Management Group (OMG) standard for a model
driven architecture (MDA) [MM03], the suggested steps seem to introduce a lot of over-
head and complexity into the development process due to the different and highly com-
plex models required for development. These are e.g. the platform independent model
(PIM) and the platform specific model (PSM). The PSM is also the basis for code gener-
ation. Based on information about the destination platform, a transformation needs to
be specified to make a PSM out of a PIM. Basically this seems a good idea, but due to
the fact that this approach needs to be generic to be applicable for all kinds of devices,
systems and applications, the complexity and overhead is quite high.
In the approach elaborated in this thesis, the application field is restricted to a subset
of similar domains and so a special domain specific language (DSL) can be defined for
system modeling. This reduces the complexity for the developer, allows optimizing
the development process and finally becomes much easier to apply than the general
purpose OMG MDA approach. In addition, tailored tools can be developed based on
this DSL. Although the approach is more lightweight, the benefits proposed by MDA
like portability, cross-platform interoperability, platform independence, and increased
productivity in comparison to hand-crafted code are still available. The restriction to
a certain field of domains reduces the design space and allows implementing flexible
code generators which produce very efficient code. The proposed approach is shown
in Chapter 6.

1.5. Demonstrators and Fields of Application

To show the feasibility and prove the applicability of the approach presented in this
thesis, two different demonstrators are used showing different application scenarios.
The eSOA demonstrator will be mainly used to show the applicability of the eSOA
approach in the area of home and building automation. The Multifunk demonstrator
focuses on process monitoring in industrial environments and will be used to show the
behavior of the system. The system modeling and assembly are for both demonstra-
tors are done with the SensorLab development tool described in Section 6.4.4 which
implements the results of this thesis.
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1.5.1. Real-time and Fields of Application

Before the application scenarios are detailed, the degree of real-time capability of the
demonstrators and the developed system are summarized in this paragraph. In general
the following three different levels of real-time [Kop11] requirements for applications
are considered:

In the hard real-time domain, tasks have a fixed deadline and missing a deadline can
cause a critical failure of the whole system and possibly human injury. Application
areas for hard real-time systems are for example avionics and the automotive industry.
Because of the regulations in this area and the potentially high risk caused by a failure,
a migration or reconfiguration of such systems should only performed using a save
state where no critical behavior can occur.
In the soft real-time domain, deadlines have to be considered as well, but missing
these deadlines is not as critical as in the hard real-time domain. In soft real-time ap-
plications, deadlines should not be missed, but failures to do so will only decrease the
service quality of the applications e.g., slow and uncomfortable response times at a user
interface.
The third domain of applications only needs real world awareness. Applications which
consist of sensors, actuators, and application logic where inputs are processed and used
to control actuators are considered real world aware. Fields for these applications can
be pure sensor networks and also sensor actuator networks where a non time critical
interaction of the network and the environment is targeted. Possible application fields
are home and building automation, process automation in industry and environmental
monitoring to name some.

In this thesis, the main focus is on applications with real world awareness or soft real-
time requirements.

1.5.2. eSOA Demonstrator

In the eSOA1 project, wireless and wired, networked embedded systems are consid-
ered in a home and building automation scenario. The demonstrator is depicted in
Figure 1.3 and shows the smart home scenario where energy consumption of a smart
home was reduced using intelligent control. The technical goal was to get an end user
programmable system for these scenarios. To achieve this, the eSOA system needs to
be flexible, cheap, easy to program, and easy to interconnect with external system. In
addition, the end user programming paradigm needs to be supported by the provided
tool chain. To provide a low cost hardware platform, only resource constraint systems

1http://www6.in.tum.de/Main/ResearchEsoa
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Figure 1.3.: Smart Home Demonstrator: Optimization of Energy Cost

could be used. For the project, these are the MicaZ and the tMote-Sky platform in com-
bination with the TinyOS [LMP+05] operating system. The MicaZ platform is equipped
with an 8-bit AVR microcontroller, several I/O pins and some ADCs. For communica-
tion, an IEEE 802.15.42 based protocol is used. The tMote-Sky platform is based on a
16-bit TI MSP 430 microcontroller and also uses an IEEE 802.15.4 based protocol for
wireless communication. To provide an Ethernet-based gateway for easy integration in
already existing IT environments, a FritzBox with the Freez operating system is used.
To make software development simpler, an adapted service oriented paradigm for com-
munication is used. Based on these hardware devices, a middleware was developed ab-
stracting from concrete hardware by only providing services for the capabilities avail-
able on the devices. In addition, the devices can provide software services housing the
control logic for a concrete application. Using the FritzBox, several external devices are
connected to the scenario, e.g. a mobile phone, a web-service enabled stationary phone,
and services from the Internet.
Considering these internal and external services and devices a highly distributed and
heterogeneous system is formed, where communication is performed in a data centric

2http://www.ieee802.org/15/pub/TG4.html
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Figure 1.4.: Industry Automation Demonstrator: Work Piece Tracking

way using eServices and web services. The software architecture and additional details
are elaborated in Chapter 5.

1.5.3. MultiFunk Demonstrator

In contrast to the eSOA project where also control tasks were involved, the Mul-
tifunk3 project does not focus on control tasks but on data recording in industrial
applications. In detail, the goal of the Multifunk project and the corresponding
demonstrator depicted in Figure 1.4 is industrial process data acquisition and storage.
The demonstrators consists of multiple production stations which are controlled by
PLCs [Dum76, Eri96] and handle work pieces. Using the data provided by the PLCs
and additional sensors like RFID [Wan06], temperature, and pressure sensors, the pro-
cess is monitored and the data is stored in a database.

Similar to the eSOA project, the system consists of networked embedded devices, gate-
ways and a database for data storage. To build a flexible and adaptable system, the
requirements are modeled using a domain specific modeling tool. Based on this model,
which introduces a high level of abstraction, the users can assemble the sensor network
based on a library of pre-defined components and operations.

3http://www.multi-funk.de
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In this project, the basic characteristics of the eSOA middleware, like the data cen-
tric and the component-based approach evolved to a more advanced middleware, the
CHROMOSOME4 middleware [SGB+13], where the end user programming is also a
required feature.

1.6. Structure of this Thesis

This thesis consists of seven chapters. In Chapter 2 the technical background is elabo-
rated in combination with relevant related work. The contributions adapting a SOA for
resource constraint networked embedded systems are presented in Chapter 3. This is
followed by the illustration of the model-driven development approach for networked
embedded systems in Chapter 4 which provides the framework and the process to
unite the contributions in the areas model-driven development, SOA, and middleware.
The runtime system and middleware aspects providing the execution container for the
services are targeted in Chapter 5. Based on the requirements for networked embed-
ded systems and the specification developed in Chapters 3, 4, and 5 the core part of the
presented development process, the transformations assembling the different aspects
as well as performing the deployment generation are defined in Chapter 6 as a foun-
dation for the extensive code generation. During these transformation phase formal
methods are applied at different steps to check the validity of the assembled system as
well as the suitability of the deployment. Finally, the thesis is concluded in Chapter 7,
where the contributions are summarized and further work is identified.

In the Appendix A a detailed view of the models derived from the formal specification
is given including a discussion of the most important model elements.

4http://chromosome.fortiss.org/
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CHAPTER 2

Technical Background
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In this chapter, technical background information regarding the topics discussed in this
thesis is provided. The information in this background chapter is intended to be an in-
troduction to the topics and challenges, to technical constraints, and to the tooling em-
ployed to implement the research concepts of this thesis. The structure of this chapter
is aligned to the three main contributions of the thesis. Frist, an introduction to middle-
ware systems in general and to according related work is presented in Section 2.1 and
Section 2.2. In Section 2.3 and Section 2.4, the fundamentals of model-driven develop-
ment including the relevant related work is discussed. This is followed by the presen-
tation of topics relevant for live cycle management in the context of service oriented
networked embedded systems. Finally, this chapter is concluded by an introduction to
the formal description of the system provided in Section 2.6 as a basis for the formal
discussion of the process with its bits and pieces.
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2. Technical Background

2.1. Middleware: Challenges

Since the development and use of middleware systems is nothing new to the IT domain,
there are already a lot of concepts, implementations, and products available addressing
different aspects of the challenges introduced in the following paragraphs. Although
it is an already proved concept to employ a middleware for many applications espe-
cially when having in mind, that at least 50-60 percent of a software system is usually
developed for communication, error, and exception handling [Geh92] the embedded
systems domain needs to be considered separately.

2.1.1. Middleware Fundamentals

During the early days of embedded systems, the focus was mostly on control applica-
tions reading and processing local sensor input and calculating output for local actua-
tors. Over the last twenty years, classical embedded systems employed for the control
of planes, cars, trains, and industrial settings started to change.

As communication and data transfer between different distributed systems became a
key feature, the system complexity was increased by magnitudes. Due to this fact, a
great amount of code needs to be written to cover all the extra-functional aspects for
the communication infrastructure [CE00].
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Figure 2.1.: Agapeyeff’s Inverted Pyramid [NR69]

A well-established solution of this problem is an application and platform specific mid-
dleware providing a well-defined interface for applications. The separation of system
and application logic helps to split the software development and lowers the complex-
ity as well as the burden to re-use software. This was already realized in 1969 at a NATO
software engineering conference where the term middleware was introduced [NR69] as
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a separation between system service routines and the application programs as depicted
in Figure 2.1.

2.1.2. Discussion of Middleware Challenges

Due to the long tradition for middleware systems in common software development,
there are challenges known a middleware has to handle. In addition to those already
well known and solved challenges, there are some additional challenges to focus on
when developing a middleware suitable for resource constraint networked embed-
ded systems. In the following paragraphs, a selection of challenges also summarized
in [HM06, RKM02, RFC] is discussed in detail:

2.1.2.1. Managing Limited Power and Resources

As networked embedded systems are more and more employed for applications hav-
ing not even been targeted several years ago, cost is always a critical factor. A common
way to reduce cost for a deployment is to shrink a system to its optimal size in the
sense of computing power, energy consumption, and space. This hardware tailoring
also needs to be reflected by the middleware in order to be applicable to a certain hard-
ware device. This usually leads to customized run-times which cannot be re-used for
different applications in an efficient way. For wireless and battery powered devices
power consumption is a further challenge in addition to the resource constraints with
respect to processing power and memory consumption. Both aspects, the tailoring for
constraint processing resources as well as for very limited energy need to be considered
during design time by providing a modular middleware including tools for tailoring.

2.1.2.2. Scalability, Mobility, and Dynamic Network Topology

Beside the resource constraints, a middleware for networked embedded system has to
focus on mobility and dynamic network topology changes. Even if already deployed
network infrastructure like WiFi or Ethernet is available, it is not sufficient to simply
use this infrastructure without an additional layer as these networks usually evolve
over time and so contain different devices with different networking capabilities. The
goal for the middleware is to bridge the gap between different networking technolo-
gies beginning from simple RS232 links up to ZigBee [All06] and Ethernet. Depending
on the available hardware, different services need to be implemented by the middle-
ware to provide a uniform communication layer for applications. This communication
layer also has to handle mobile nodes, changing infrastructure, and additional nodes
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joining over time. Even the merge of two distinct deployments can be a scenario the
middleware has to deal with.

2.1.2.3. Heterogenety

Heterogenety is introduced to the deployment by the communication infrastructure as
well as by different devices. In the past, mostly proprietary networks were deployed
in industry where most of them were only connected by a customized bridge to the
outside world. A transparent interaction of heterogeneous devices and techniques was
not available and not intended. Today as the embedded networks are growing, a conse-
quence is, that these heterogeneous devices need to be seamlessly integrated in process
control applications as well as in data warehouse applications. In addition, also legacy
systems need to be addressable form the state-of-the-art deployments. To face this chal-
lenge, the goal for the middleware is to provide a simple technique to integrate legacy
devices as well as being easily adaptable to different devices and systems.

2.1.2.4. Real-World Integration

The seamless integration of embedded networks, process control, and monitoring ap-
plications with the remaining corporate infrastructure is a key feature for new deploy-
ments. The key benefit is, that beginning from production up to high level business
applications, the knowledge can be shared seamlessly if needed. Usually, the trans-
fer from the production to the management layer is implemented using data export
functionality. If changes on the low level systems are necessary, these are performed
manually. The data derived in the management systems usually cannot be used directly
by the embedded devices. As these different systems evolve to a system of systems to
increase efficiency and data re-use, a seamless integration is required bottom up and
top down. To provide this horizontal and vertical interconnection of (IT-)systems and
the real world is a further goal for a middleware employed for networked embedded
systems.

2.1.2.5. Application Knowledge

In order to provide good optimizations of network communication, resource usage,
and routing, application knowledge is needed. This information can be the knowl-
edge about the amount of data which will be transported in the network as well as
the estimated link loads to make sure quality of service1 requirements can be fulfilled.

1QoS properties are, e.g.: timing, bandwidth, footprint
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Additionally, communication can be optimized if the amount of data as well as the pre-
cision of the data is known. The goal and challenge for the middleware is, to provide a
formal notion for the application characteristics which is then used to tailor the system
for an application without harming the generic features for a new deployment.

2.1.2.6. Data Aggregation

In order to save as much bandwidth and energy as possible, recorded data can be ag-
gregated on the way to consumers. The aggregation here is a trade of between preci-
sion and efficiency. Due to intelligent aggregation methods, sufficient precision can be
preserved while the amount of data needed can be minimized. This could be e.g., tem-
peratures measured in a room where 10 sensors are placed but where only the mean
temperature of the room is needed by an application. In this case, the data of all these
sensors can be aggregated and only one value needs to be sent to the consumer. The
goal for the middleware here is, to provide methods or endpoints where these aggre-
gation methods can be integrated without explicitly being placed there by a user.

2.1.2.7. Quality of Service / Non Functional Properties

An additional difference to of-the-shelf middleware systems from the IT domain is the
consideration of QoS and non functional properties (NFP)2 (NFPs) [CNYM00]. These
are employed for network transport, for scheduling / execution of applications, and
for memory consumption. For a reliable operation of (especially) distributed applica-
tions, it is important, that the middleware can provide guarantees in the sense of tim-
ing, bandwidth consumption as well as separation to shield applications in case one
application misbehaves and e.g., floods the network with messages. These properties
need to be taken into account for a single node as well as for a distributed deployment
of applications. The goal for a middleware is to provide means of QoS and NFPs. In
addition, it is required that the overall system QoS / NFPs can be derived from the
application requirements supplied by the user. To assure a reliable operation, the QoS
constraints need to be monitored during run-time accordingly.

2.1.2.8. Security

As different systems and entities start to converge or closely work together, means of
security, authentication, and authorization need to be provided for a reliable and safe
operation. Assuring security in these distributed and heterogeneous systems cannot be

2Sometimes also referred to as extra-functional properties.
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considered and implemented afterwards at one single point. All the aspects contribut-
ing to security need to be considered a priori and need to be a fundamental part or the
middleware. The goal is here to unite efficiency for resource constraint systems and
security by identifying a perfect tradeoff between both goals for each deployment.

2.2. Middleware: Related Work

In this section, selected related work in the area of middleware systems is presented and
discussed based on the challenges elaborated in Section 2.1. The related work is divided
into two major parts each presenting a selection of products or projects representing
different domains or technologies.

The first part provides a selection of commercial of-the-shelf middleware products
widely employed for business applications. The second part presents a selection of
work mostly targeting the embedded domain. In contrast to the first part, mostly
research-oriented work is considered. Finally the related work and the results are sum-
marized.

2.2.1. Established General Purpose Middleware Implementations

In this paragraph CORBA, .NET, and J2EE will be discussed as representatives for the
most relevant middleware concepts for IT systems. All of them have in common, that
there are well established products available implementing the standards as well as
there are many years of experience available using these systems. Up front needs to be
mentioned, that these systems do not really target the market for networked embedded
systems but provide many of the features desired for them.

2.2.1.1. CORBA

Common Object Request Broker Architecture (CORBA) [Obj08] is a middleware stan-
dard provided by the OMG to enable software applications to communicate with each
other. Due to the encapsulation of the communication location transparency is pro-
vided and so the applications can be executed distributed without explicit adaptions.
To increase usability as well as cross-platform and language usability, the interfaces are
described using an interface definition language (IDL) [Sie00] which is then used as
a basis to generate implementations for the interfaces for different programming lan-
guages like C, C++ and Java. In addition, the endianness of different platforms is also
handled within the CORBA stack transparent for the user.
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Figure 2.2.: OMG Object Request Broker: Communication Overview [Wik]

To interconnect applications, an object request broker (ORB) is employed as depicted in
Figure 2.2 to which all the applications connect to and which takes care of the message
forwarding. The data is then forwarded to the receivers connected to the ORB. The
great benefit of this approach is, to provide a generic communication scheme between
different distributed software modules as soon as a network connection is available.

2.2.1.2. .NET Remoting

A similar approach as proposed by OMG with CORBA is followed by the .NET Remot-
ing Services [Box03] developed my Microsoft. .NET provides a language independent
definition of object interfaces as well as a common type system with a mapping to
different platforms including marshalling and de-marshalling. The communication is
performed using .NET Remoting, a proprietary TCP-based network protocol.

2.2.1.3. J2EE

The Java platform, enterprise edition (J2EE) [Joh05] is a specification of a software ar-
chitecture to execute distributed Java-based applications. To execute J2EE applications,
a distinct run-time environment is required to house the core applications, a so called
application server. This server provides the essential services for the interconnection of
distributed software modules, like orchestration, persistence, transaction management,
security and live cycle management. In the business environment, it is one of the most
common architectures and was used by Microsoft as an inspiration for the .NET archi-
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tecture. The basic key of J2EE is that applications executed on different nodes connect
to one application server, search for information about applications in the directory
and then connect to corresponding software modules. Basic services like security are
provided by the platform.

2.2.1.4. General Purpose Middleware Assessment

As all three different IT middleware approaches have similar capabilities, they are not
examined separately. In the following paragraphs, the basic capabilities presented in
Section 2.1 are discussed and the suitability for an embedded approach is elaborated. It
is obvious that all of them are perfectly suitable for business applications on standard
hardware but lack support for resource constraint networked embedded systems, es-
pecially for managing limited power and resources as elaborated in the assessment in
the following paragraphs.

Managing Limited Power and Resources

Due to the fact of the generic communication layer, the marshalling, and the remote ser-
vice calls an overhead is created and so the execution time increases and the determin-
ism decreases. A further drawback is that calls to local software modules are handled
in the same way as the calls to remote software modules to comply with the location
transparency. This leads to a big overhead, even for local communication. Although
there are optimized implementations available like Java 2 micro edition (J2ME) [KT03],
where light weight components can be executed on resource constraint devices, the
application server is still a quite heavyweight component which needs sufficient pro-
cessing power [TZL08] and therefore only networks using a powerful centralized in-
frastructure can benefit from this solution.

Scalability, Mobility, and Dynamic Network Topology

As CORBA as well as the two other implementations rely on a basic network infras-
tructure. The capabilities to handle this challenge mostly depend on the underlying
infrastructure and protocols. Given the basic communication infrastructure provides
this service, the middlewares employ location transparent execution of software and
so support for dynamic environments is available.
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Heterogeneity

Support for different platforms and programming languages is given due to the stan-
dard and the various implementations for different operating systems (OSs) and hard-
ware platforms. Targeting network embedded systems, the required support for a
full operation systems and high processing power limits the heterogeneity to a limited
number of platforms.

Real-World Integration

Real world integration is given due to the fact, that CORBA as well as the other two
candidates mostly target business applications and so can be easily connected to these
systems. The connection to the embedded world is usually achieved by employing
gateways to translate between field level devices and business applications due to the
resource requirements. With J2ME and .NET micro framework, the developers have
started to target resource constraint devices but still have to rely on a more powerful
backend.

Application Knowledge and Data Aggregation

J2EE as well as the other two candidates are basically designed agnostic to application
knowledge. So features like data aggregation of application specific optimizations are
not targeted by the platform. The platform features are limited to more general ones
like queues and storage of persistent data. If data aggregation and fusion are required,
this would be handled by a dedicated user application.

Quality of Service / Non Functional Properties

QoS is only targeted by methods like priority queues which do not provide determin-
istic timing for software module invocation and data processing. One big issue in this
context is e.g., the ORB used in CORBA which interconnects requests to the correspond-
ing software modules. To comply with these drawbacks, Realtime CORBA [FWDC+00]
was introduced, which provides - in contrast to the standard implementations - a real-
time capable ORB and a more efficient implementation to increase determinism.
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Security

Security is considered in all three candidates du to its applications in business critical
and open systems. Supported features are e.g., encryption of transport data, authoriza-
tion and authentication of users.

2.2.2. Middleware and Run-time Systems Suitable for the Embedded
Domain

The middleware systems described in the past section, which provide many of the re-
quired capabilities summarized in Section 2.1, all lack the applicability for resource
constraint networked embedded systems. In addition, most of the available concepts
and implementations are not capable of realtime systems. In the following paragraphs,
middleware systems will be presented and discussed which target networked embed-
ded systems. As some of them target really small devices, the separation between run-
time system, operating system and middleware blurs. In contrast to the section dis-
cussing off-the-shelf middleware solutions based on the challenges presented in Sec-
tion 2.1, the following approaches are only discussed on a subset of the challenges due
to the research character of most of them.

2.2.2.1. RUNES

RUNES is a component-based middleware ranging from small resource constraint sen-
sor nodes up to high performance desktop PCs. It provides a run-time reconfigurable
modularized system consisting of a middleware kernel and services. The middleware
consists of two major parts. The foundation is a language-independent, component-
based programming model that is sufficiently minimal to run on any of the devices
typically found in networked embedded environments. On top of this foundation
layer, the middleware functionality is implemented by different, self-contained mod-
ules providing the functionality. By composing these modules, the middleware can be
individually assembled for each deployment. [CCG+07, CCM+05, CGL+06]

2.2.2.2. TeenyLIME

TeenyLIME is a middleware framework to develop real world sensor network appli-
cations. With the middleware, the developer can use data of neighboring nodes with
the integrated shared memory approach providing a high level abstraction of a tu-
ple space. Although this increases the development complexity, TeenyLIME provides
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an abstraction layer for the developer to mitigate the increased complexity and en-
hance development speed and quality. This approach also enables in-network-based
calculations and reduces e.g. latency in comparison to solutions with a centralized
sink. [CMMP07, CMMP06]

2.2.2.3. TinyOS

TinyOS [LMP+05] is currently the most common system for sensor networks in the
academic world. It Provides a rich library for supported hardware, comes with its own
run-time system and is programmed in NesC, an extended version of the programming
language C which supports the means of modules and interfaces [GLC07]. Based on
the interconnection of the specified interfaces and mapped interrupt routines, a single
ANSI C file is generated reflecting the configuration. Based on this file, a static image
is assembled and then flashed to the node. Deployment can be done using direct con-
nections to each node or by one of the available boot loader applications tailored for
TinyOS. The deployment itself is not part of the TinyOS system per default.

2.2.2.4. SOS and Contiki

SOS and Contiki, both focus on dynamic, reconfigurable networked embedded sys-
tems. Form their approaches, they are quite similar and so they are both discussed in
this paragraph.
SOS is an operating system specially designed and implemented for small and resource
constraint sensor systems which consists of a basic system kernel which can be ex-
tended with additional software modules at run-time. The application modules can be
attached or detached form the basic system. The deployment of new components is
already integrated in this system. [HKS+05b, HKS+05a]
Contiki is an operating system targeting embedded systems. Similar to TinyOS, it pro-
vides hardware abstraction and drivers for many different platforms ranging from high
performance devices to resource constraint sensor devices. This system consists of
a system kernel housing the basic functionality like SOS. Additional modules can be
added to the system during compile-time to tailor the system to user needs. The com-
munication between software modules is performed based on messages and so follows
the classical and well established micro kernel approach. To increase dynamic sys-
tem adaptability, software modules can also be dynamically added during run-time.
They communicate with the remaining software modules by sending and receiving
pre-defined messages. In contrast to these dynamically attached modules which can
be removed and replaced during run-time, the statically attached modules attached
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during compile-time are fixed. [Dun06, DGV04] Although this approach provides en-
hanced efficiency for minor runtime updates due to the dynamic modules, significant
changes can usually only be performed by a complete firmware update.

2.2.2.5. ROS, OpenRTM, and DDS

Robotics operating system (ROS) is a middleware stack developed by Willow Garage
to simplifiy robotics research. It consists of Linux as operating system and the
communication middleware itself uses a similar concept as data distribution service
(DDS) [PCI+05] for communication. The applications are assembled using a whole
set of toolboxes which contain software modules to control hardware, to do image
processing, and to perform simulations. [QCG+09] In DDS data is routed through a
network using QoS-aware communication protocols. The sender and receiver are in-
terconnected using topics, a common understanding of a data type. Although the OMG
DDS approach is heavyweight because of using CORBA as a backbone, there is also an
efficient implementation provided by RTI [KPC08] capable of hard realtime and safety.
A similar approach to ROS is targeted by OpenRTM [ASK08], a middleware for robotics
applications developed by AIST. It basically works similar to CORBA with enhanced
assurances in the area of the ORB. It provides a good abstraction layer for development,
but is hardly usable on resource constraint hard real-time systems.

2.2.3. Embedded Middleware Assessment

In the following paragraphs, the presented middleware approaches for the embedded
domain are elaborated discussed based on the same requirements established in Sec-
tion 2.1 used for the general purpose solutions. Due to their academic origin, not all
requirements are considered by each project, and so only a subset is discussed for each
implementation.

Managing Limited Power and Resources

RUNES as well as TeenyLIME and TinyOS were designed up front to be executable on
small embedded (wireless) devices. Due to the modular character, the systems can be
tailored to build applications on different platforms, although the focus is not on the
support of a big variety of systems of different scale and to integrate them into a single,
heterogeneous system. Similar to TeenyLIME, SOS, and Contiki were developed for
low cost and dynamic sensor network applications but also provide support for being
executed on Linux PCs. This focus requires the support for resource constraint hard-
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ware beginning form 8-bit controllers with less than 4k of RAM as well as modularity to
target different architectures. The development focus of ROS is a little bit different and
lies on simplifying the development of robotic applications by using operating system
mechanisms for communication and scheduling as well as an IP connection for data
communication which results in higher resource demands in comparison to the other
systems under consideration. (RTI-)DDS, also relying on a suitable network infrastruc-
ture, provides support for devices with small footprint. The provided ressources for
processing, networking, and storage directly affect the available featureset of DDS.

Scalability, Mobility, and Dynamic Network Topology

TeenyLIME, SOS, and Contiki are designed to operate dynamic sensor networks in-
cluding the extension of already deployed networks by new nodes as well as by new
software modules. These features are also available in TinyOS except the extension of
the network by new software modules during run-time as long as no additional ex-
ecution layer is installed like a virtual machine [LC02]. As ROS and OpenRTM are
both using Linux, the addition of new software modules and nodes during run-time is
supported.

Heterogeneity

Due to the modular construction of the RUNES system, it can be easily adapted for dif-
ferent applications, systems, and deployments which can also be employed to provide
support for heterogeneous platforms and applications. The sensor network operating
systems TeenyLIME, SOS, Contiki, and TinyOS provide a hardware abstraction layer
to support multiple different devices. Although the number of supported platforms
varies depending on the selected representative, all of them can be considered as pro-
viding at least basic support for heterogeneous deployments.

Real-World Integration

All of the introduced middleware applications provide different means of interconnec-
tion to the network from external devices, but none used established or standardized
approaches like WS. This results in the fact, that for most deployment, a suitable con-
nector to external software needs to be hand-crafted and can - in most cases - not be
re-used.
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Application Knowledge and Data Aggregation

Inspired by a simple sensing only scenario, data aggregation can be performed in SOS,
Contiki, and TinyOS deployments by small software modules deployed in a tree net-
work. Using this approach, data reduction is performed on the way to the root element
to guarantee equal distribution of communication among the nodes and to prevent
node depletion in case of battery powered nodes if they are near the root element.
Based on the rule-set specified in the software modules, values of interest can be ad-
ditionally forwarded to the root element. For TinyOS the programming can be done
using TinyDB [MFHH05], a SQL-like querying language which is taken as a basis to au-
tomatically assemble the monitoring application and provides data aggregation points
within the network. Similar approaches are available for SOS and Contiki but are not
within the core of the middleware.

Quality of Service / Non Functional Properties

One of the key requirements of RUNES as a flexible middleware for networked embed-
ded systems is the support of deterministic execution and system behavior. Although
RUNES does not provide planning and verifications tools to assemble the system, ver-
ify its behavior, and generate the configuration for the system and the network, it is
capable of executing real-time applications. The remaining representatives mostly fo-
cus on executing sensor network applications and so only provide limited support for
hard real-time applications without the addition of alternative schedulers for execution
and communication like the DRAND [RWMX06] providing TDMA3 communication
for TinyOS.

Security

SOS is one of the few sensor network middleware approaches in academia having a
look at security. Although the implemented mechanisms are not as hard and elaborate
as in the business off-the-shelf products, SOS provides basic security features at reason-
able cost for resource constraint systems e.g., authentication of new nodes and different
keying concepts for symmetrical encryption. In the area of TinyOS there is independent
research like SPINS [PST+02] focusing on adding security to sensor networks consider-
ing the special requirements in this domain. For Contiki, the main focus is on dynamic
systems, reconfiguration and software deployments during run-time without extended
considerations of security features.

3time division multiple access
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Scalability, mobility dyn. topology 3 , 3 3 , ,

Heterogeneity 3 3 3 , ,

Real-world integration 3 7 7 7 7 7

Application knowledge 7 7 7 7

Data aggregation 7 , , 7

Quality of service / NFPs 7 3 7 , , 7

Security 3 7 7 , , ?

Table 2.1.: Overview Middleware Challenges and Implementations: 3 Supported,
7 Not Supported, , Considered, Empty: No Information Available

2.2.4. Summary of Related Work

As presented in this section, there are plenty of middleware implementations targeting
business and academia. The overview summarized in Table 5.1 also shows, that sin-
gle requirements are covered by many solutions, but none of them satisfies all require-
ments. Especially the requirements targeting resource constraint networked embedded
systems like QoS and flexibility of deployments (e.g. location transparency). Basically
was also shown, that the simplification of software development for the application
developers is a key aspect, the configuration and tailoring of the middleware itself is
mostly not a focus and only seldom supported by intelligent tools. In addition, the
tailoring of the middleware depending on the application area and deployment is not
available.

Based on the requirements and the related work discussed in this section, a middleware
for resource constraint networked embedded systems was developed within this thesis.
The details of the middleware as well as the features implementing a subset of the
requirements are discussed in Chapter 5.
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Figure 2.3.: Classic Model Hierarchy [AK03] by OMG

2.3. Model-Driven Development: Fundamentals

In this Section an introduction to model-driven software development in general and
the involved components is given. The central part in the model-driven approach is
the model. A widely used definition is as follows:

A model of a system is a description or specification of that system and its envi-
ronment for some certain purpose. A model is often presented as a combination
of drawings and text. The text may be in a modeling language or in a natural
language. [MM03]

Based on this broad definition of a model as an introduction, formal aspects will be dis-
cussed in this section to elaborate a precise definition of the term model for the context
of this thesis.

2.3.1. Models and their Hierarchy

When using a model, the formal structure, its parts, and the behavior needs to be well
defined. This is usually done by a meta-model, where a concrete model is always an
instance of its meta-model. It can be compared to XML [BPSM+00], where a XML
schema is the meta-model to a XML document. Based on this relationship, a model
hierarchy can be established [AK03] as proposed by OMG and depicted in Figure 2.3.
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In this hierarchy, each level is characterized as an instance of the level above (except the
top level which is self-contained) and can be described as follows: In the bottom level
(M0), the real data is represented, which will be processed in the application. This is the
layer that represents the real word. In the next level (M1), a representation (model) of
this real world is stored. This is the layer used by a developer to create a representation
of the target application using a model. To describe the capabilities of the model at
level M1, a model is required to represent the modeling options. This is done by the so
called meta-model (M2). The name meta-model was selected because it is a model of
the model at level M1. Finally, there also needs to be a model of the information stored
at M2. This model, a meta-meta-model from the perspective of M0, is in contrast to all
other models no instance of a further level. It is self-contained. The model at level M3
is also referred as Meta-Object Facility (MOF) [Obj02, Obj10] in literature. As there now
might be a better understanding of a model, its meta-model and their relationship, the
next paragraph will introduce mode-driven development.

2.3.2. Model-Driven Development (MDD)

Depending on the field people work in, the meaning of model driven development
might differ. The definition provided by OMG for their model driven architecture
(MDA) is quite generic and does not explicitly state that the models should be directly
used to produce a system (e.g., by code generation):

MDA is an approach to system development, which increases the power of models
in that work. It is model-driven because it provides a means for using models to
direct the course of understanding, design, construction, deployment, operation,
maintenance, and modification. [MM03]

For the approach presented in this thesis where a major focus is on extensive code
generation, the following definition provided by Mellor et al. fits best:

Model-driven development is simply the notion that we can construct a model of a
system that we can then transform into the real thing. [MCF03]

In this thesis, an approach is presented, which uses different models to represent dif-
ferent aspects of the system under consideration. Based on this representation sev-
eral checks and transformations are employed to create a final model, the production
model, which is used as a source for the template-based code generation. The result of
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the generation process is the source code for the complete system including compila-
tion and deployment rules for the participating devices.

2.4. Model-Driven Development: Related Work

The discussion of selected related work in this section is structured as follows: First, dif-
ferent programming paradigms and so levels of abstractions are discussed beginning
with the macro programming approach focusing on higher levels of abstraction and its
different occurrence to the approaches focusing on local behavior as both levels can be
addressed using model-driven software development. In the second part of the related
work, concrete model-driven development frameworks, methodologies, and tools as
well as their relation to the work presented in this thesis are discussed. The section is
concluded by a summary of the related work.

2.4.1. Programming Paradigms and Abstraction Levels

Depending on the application field and the experience and knowledge of the develop-
ers, there are different programming paradigms established for networked embedded
systems. System developers only focusing on the assembly of applications based on
already developed components (e.g., software modules, drivers, and algorithms) are
targeted by a macro programming approach. The components assembled by the sys-
tem developer are provided within toolbox like bundles by different other groups of
developers focusing on local aspects of components on the local node hardware.

2.4.1.1. Global Behavior (Macro Programming)

In the macro programming approach, users specify the global behavior of an applica-
tion [AJG07, NW04, BK07]. A definition of such a global behavior could be very simple:
I want the sensor network to measure temperature at all connected sensors once a hour
and transmit the data to a central sever where they can be logged. In this case, the user
/ programmer does not want to focus on how the data is measured, how it is trans-
mitted, aggregated, and stored. Only the result, the temperature saved to a database,
is what the user is interested in. Using this paradigm allows users to focus on the key
task of a system by specifying some parameters and not to develop sensor network
applications from scratch.
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Aspect Oriented Programming

One development paradigm supporting this style of macro programming is aspect ori-
ented programming (AOP) [HCG, HC02] where an application is assembled with tool
support after the required aspects (pieces of functionality and code) are selected using
an abstract definition and requirements and properties are defined. One implementa-
tion for AOP is to query sensor networks in a SQL-like query language as it is done in
TinyDB [MFHH05, MHH02]. In this approach, users define which aspects and param-
eters (of which sensor or aggregated values) are of interest. They can also specify the
acquisition rate and how data needs to be aggregated. This provides a high level ab-
straction of the underlying hardware and network infrastructure where the algorithms
for the involved nodes are generated tool-based.

Service Oriented Development

The second approach to mention here is the service oriented approach, where the de-
veloper builds an applications based on independently developed and executed ser-
vices [ÖEL+06]. One popular implementation of a SOA can be found in the Internet
domain, the so called web services. In contrast to a component-based approach, the
coupling in a service-based approach is much more loosely and services can be ex-
changed by new ones during run-time. In the component-based approach, the coupling
is much tighter.

2.4.1.2. Node-centric / Local Behavior

In contrast to the global behavior, where only global effects are defined, the local ap-
proach is focused on more fine grained pieces of the system [RDT07]. This can on the
one hand be the behavior of a single sensor, a control loop, or a basic algorithm but on
the other hand also the behavior of a group of locally adjacent nodes [WSBC04]. In con-
trast to the developer only having a global view of the system, a developer focusing on
local behavior needs to have a more detailed knowledge of the platform, the involved
hardware and the algorithms. The developers mainly focusing on local behavior of
components usually provide the bits and pieces for a whole application. These pieces
can then be employed by other developers not that experienced within a certain do-
main or technical detail to assemble a sensor actuator network from scratch.
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Component-Based Development

Similar to the AOP for global behavior is the component-based development (CBD) of
systems with focus on local behavior. As stated by Brown [Bro00], "[...] component-
based development (CBD) is application development primarily carried out by com-
posing previously developed software." That means, that in this approach already de-
veloped components are re-used as their interaction is specified by the user. Devel-
oping in this paradigm increases modularity as components implementing specific be-
havior provide a well-defined interface and are implemented with respect to flexible
assembly and replacement. The implementation is in most cases done using a middle-
ware with well-defined interfaces, where the components can be docked into to form
a system. Depending on the implementation, the developer can use the components
like a toolbox to build their application [CCM+05, ZWJ+07]. In some cases, even the
middleware itself is implemented component-based to increase tailor ability.

2.4.1.3. Summary

Using the separation of local and global concerns, the development can be easily split
up for different groups of developers as long as there is a framework and tool support
to coordinate and integrate the different bits and pieces into one system. The approach
developed within this thesis uses this aspect to support different developer groups and
is discussed in Section 4.3. Thereby, the local behavior is needed to add support for the
desired hardware and software functionality and the macro programming perspective
implemented using tailored web services [SBS+09] makes it much faster and more easy
to develop an application even if no expert and in-depth knowledge of the platform is
available.

2.4.2. Established Model-Driven Approaches

Most of the related work done can be split into different categories using the aspects
which are represented by the tools. The range goes from applications which only con-
sider functional aspects like MatLab / Simulink, to tools focusing on extra-functional
aspects. Finally there are also approaches, where functional as well as non-functional
aspects are considered.

The different approaches are discussed and the differences to the approach proposed
in this thesis are examined. The first approach in this section is the well-known OMG
model driven architecture (MDA), which describes elementary parts of systems and
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models and can be used to target functional and non-functional aspects, followed by a
classical tool focusing on functional aspects. Finally approaches only focusing on-extra
functional aspects will be discussed. In the conclusion of this section, the consequences
of this work for this thesis are summarized and discussed. The current state-of-the-art
is taken as a starting point for the following section, where involved meta-models and
models are elaborated.

2.4.3. OMG Model Driven Architecture (MDA)

Having a close look at the progress in software development and the changing require-
ments and business needs, the OMG realized in 2001, that using models in a software
development process can be very useful [Béz01]. To get a flexible and generic solution,
the well proven concept of separating the specification of a system from the concrete
implementation and capabilities of the underlying platform was employed. This pro-
vides the users with the following advantages [MM03]: portability, interoperability,
and reusability.

Portability

The portability of a certain system is guaranteed, because it is specified independently
of the underlying platform. Platforms in general are also exactly specified. By introduc-
ing a transformation from the platform independent specification to a platform specific
one, the system can be executed on many different platforms without change to the
system itself. This transformation can be seen as an implementation directive for the
platform independent descriptions for a specific platform.

Interoperability

By specifying the behavior of an application independently of the potential implemen-
tation, the interoperability is guaranteed, as long as e.g., the interaction and communi-
cation parts of the system are transformed in the same way to platform specific code.

Reusability

As systems are specified independently of their targeted implementation, they tend to
be more generic and so the reuse of them on another platform or in another context is
much easier. In best case, the developer only needs to adopt the platform mapping for
his application.
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Figure 2.4.: Relation of PIM to PSM [MM03]

2.4.3.1. Approach Proposed by MDA

As already summarized at the beginning of this sections, the MDA approach uses a
platform independent representation of a system to describe the basic behavior and
structure of the system. This platform independent representation is called platform
independent model (PIM). This PIM needs to be transformed to a platform specific
representation, the platform specific model (PSM) as depicted in Figure 2.4.

To fulfill the proposed goals of portability, interoperability, and reusability for many
different domains, the PIM and PSM need to be quite generic and complex. In addition,
the transformation or mapping between them can also be very complex and so the
return of investment may be far in the future. In addition, the development process can
be quite fragile in the sense that the tooling might change over time. This estimation is
also affirmed by a publication of Seitert et al. which states:

Using the MDA approach might yield interesting gains with code generation
and flexibility regarding the deployment platform, but it does not provide a stable
environment for engineering long-lived applications. [SBB04]
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2.4.3.2. Differences from the Proposed Approach to MDA

In comparison to the approach defined by OMG, the approach proposed in this thesis
starts form a different direction. There is no generic PIM and no PSM. The proposed
approach employs different aspect models each covering a subset of the entire system
which are used by the developers to assemble the system. Using these aspect models
in combination with a suitable development process as elaborated in Section 4.3 and
a flexible code generation to produce a tailored middleware provides the foundation
for an efficient system assembly supporting different user groups. However, the ap-
proach presented in this thesis somehow uses the same idea as proposed by the MDA:
separation of concern and stepwise refinement for a platform. Due to the restriction to
certain domains and selected platforms, the overhead and the complexity can be kept
at a lower level.

2.4.4. MatLab / Simulink

In contrast to the MDA discussed above, MatLab / Simulink [SN93] is not only a
definition of a philosophy or framework of rules a developer should comply with. It is
a powerful tool to design, develop, and built complex embedded system. In contrast to
the MDA, the focus of Matlab/Simulink is only on functional aspects. This approach
is sufficient for many applications, especially for prototyping. There, a fast result is
necessary, to get a good estimation of the power of the algorithms and the boundary
conditions.

2.4.4.1. Approach Proposed by MatLab / Simulink

When developing an application using MatLab / Simulink, the development progress
can be quite high due to many pre-assembled components and functions in the pro-
vided tool boxes. Using this approach, the developer can easily focus on his task
and does not have to consider many meta-tasks. In addition, the model created and
refined during the development process, can be easily used to test an application on
different input data. Based on this implementation, code for different platforms can be
generated and later on used on the target device. As the transformation of the models
to code is considered as error-free, much testing effort can be done on the model level.
The drawback of this approach is that only the functional aspects of software are tar-
geted. The developer can examine delays, timing, and so on as long as only one node
or program is considered. As soon as there are different components on one system or
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Figure 2.5.: MatLab / Simulink Modeling View

a distributed system is involved, there are no mechanisms to describe or estimate the
behavior within this tool.

2.4.4.2. Differences form the Proposed Approach to MatLab / Simulink

In contrast to the approach proposed in this thesis, MatLab / Simulink targets func-
tional aspects of software, which are not considered as part of this work. A beneficial
approach is to combine both tools and use MatLab / Simulink to model and generate
the application code for a distributed application. These code fragments can then be
easily included in a service as application logic and used within the SensorLab tool.

2.4.5. Component Synthesis with Model Integrated Computing
(CoSMIC)

CoSMIC[LTGS03, GSL+03] is a model-driven middleware development approach.
Similar to the approach presented in this thesis, it is also focusing on a customized
middleware layer and a toolchain to develop networked embedded systems.

2.4.5.1. Approach Proposed by CoSMIC

The aspects covered of CoSMIC are middleware tailoring as well as QoS-aware com-
munication and scheduling. The developed toolchain consists of many independent
steps providing extension points to refine the model or to add specific, new aspects.
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Figure 2.6.: Toolchain Overview of CoSMIC [Com]

An overview of the toolchain is depicted in Figure 2.6.

2.4.5.2. Differences form the Proposed Approach to CoSMIC

In contrast to the approach presented in this thesis, CoSMIC does not support the sepa-
ration of concern for different developer groups and means of stepwise development to
create toolboxes for later use. An additional difference is the resource requirement. Ac-
cording to the application scenarios and case studies, much more powerful hardware
is required to execute CoSMIC applications.

2.4.6. Model Integrated Development of Embedded Software (MiDoES)

The approach described in model-integrated development of embedded soft-
ware [KSLB03] is based on a piercing model-driven approach. The embedded sys-
tem itself as well as the environment is described using models. In detail, models
are used to describe the hardware architecture aspect, the signal-flow aspect, and the
environment aspect.
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2.4.6.1. Approach Proposed by MiDoES

To allow a simple but precise focus during modeling, the involved models are domain
specific. In addition, the models employed are descriptive enough to be used for for-
mal analysis and verification during design-time. To support code generation, the em-
ployed models also house enough information to produce platform specific code.
A similar approach is employed by "Model-based Middleware for Embedded Sys-
tems" [STV04] as well as by "Automated Middleware QoS Configuration Techniques
using Model Transformations" [KG08], and "A Green Family: Generating Publish /
Subscribe Middleware Configurations" [BSB05] where the model driven approach is
employed to assemble or configure a system. To avoid the overhead of developing a
distinctive analysis toolbox for all domains supported, the models are all related by the
underlying meta-model.

2.4.6.2. Differences form the Proposed Approach to MiDoES

In contrast to the approach presented in this thesis, this approach focuses mostly on
meta-models, the required infrastructure to develop them and editors to actually build
models out of the meta-models. Developing a configurable and tailorable middleware
including a framework for different user groups using a model-driven approach is not
the concern of this related work.

2.4.7. Summary of Related Work

In this section a relevant selection of related work for model-driven / model-based
development was presented and discussed with the result, that different approaches
are already available to develop new systems and applications. Considering the basic
ideas, the OMG MDA provides the best foundation for networked embedded systems
but introduces a high overhead. Within this thesis, an OMG MDA inspired model-
driven development approach will be elaborated in detail, which unites the high level
of abstraction of using models and a low overhead for code generation.

2.5. Life Cycle Management

Having in mind the long time periods of up to 30 years an industrial sensor network
is supposed to work, it is clear that the life cycle of such a system has to be consid-
ered before deployment. It is quite common, that already deployed installations are
extended with further sensors to improve accuracy, that some sensors are replaced by
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better ones over time, or that there are different scenarios and workloads the network
has to master than it was planned for.

A main aspect for a sensor network considering life cycle management is to provide
the ability to customize the whole system at run-time and to adapt it to new challenges
after deployment. It can also be crucial to fix software bugs which are discovered after
the initial deployment. To provide this ability, it is necessary to also provide an update
mechanism for the deployed system which allows a remote update without physical
access to the nodes.

2.5.1. Key Aspects and Challenges for a Flexible Sensor Network

To get a flexible and adaptable system, it is crucial to provide as many options for sys-
tem configuration and update as possible. These options can be split into two different
types, system configuration and system update.

2.5.1.1. System Configuration

The term system configuration stands for all configuration and optimization tasks
which can be performed without updating the application executed at a specific node
or the whole network. Such configurations can be e.g., changes in the configuration of a
routing component to force a different path avoiding specific nodes to prohibit energy
depletion. These changes could also affect core run-time system components by chang-
ing the wirings of involved applications to optimize the message flow or the change
behavior.

2.5.1.2. System / Component Update

In contrast to changes in the configuration, where only pre-installed software compo-
nents are reconfigured or (de/) activated, by updating the system, functionality can be
added, removed, or even moved. Having in mind, that changes in the run-time system
can affect the whole network, they have to be considered wisely. For example if the
network stack of an already deployed sensor network needs to be replaced, it is crucial
that this is done in a certain order to prevent nodes form being cut of the network with-
out the possibility to get the new version of the component. A further aspect which
needs to be considered is that there needs to be a roll back strategy in case of an update
failure or similar problems during or after the update process.
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2.5.1.3. Update Challenges

A hard requirement to allow a necessary system upgrade is a technique to deploy new
software to the sensor network. Depending on the requirements and size of the sensor
network, the deployment strategy can be optimized for a given scenario. When having
a closer look at the different possible scenarios, three criteria can be elaborated:

The first one is the system heterogeneity. If the network only consists of nodes ex-
ecuting the same software image, the deployment can be efficiently realized using a
flooding mechanism minimizing network traffic. In contrast to such an uniform soft-
ware image, an update for a network where every node needs its customized image
(e.g., because of heterogeneous hardware) can be very resource consuming.

The second aspect to focus on when updating sensor networks is the part of the sys-
tem which needs an update. This can on the one hand be an application executed on
top of a run-time or infrastructure component which only affects the application, not
the components provided by the hardware platform e.g., communication, routing, or
encryption. On the other hand, an update for the whole run-time, which also affects
the infrastructure components, needs careful planning and an option to restore the old
version of the system.

The third aspect to consider is the network connectivity if wireless nodes are involved.
To master a loosely connected network where nodes or subnets can be disconnected for
hours or days need special treatment in the update process. The update process needs
to handle the case when nodes are reconnected to the network after the system update
was successfully finished for all nodes when the update was initialized.

2.5.2. Related Work

In the following paragraphs, related work for providing a foundation for the live cycle
of networked embedded systems is elaborated in two groups. The first group discusses
the approach of introducing additional infrastructure to interact with the network and
the second group discusses pure software based approaches to maintain a network.

2.5.2.1. Infrastructure-Based Updates

A common approach do deploy new software to a network especially in test setups is
a Deployment Support Network (DSN) [DBK+07]. Using this approach, an additional
network needs to be deployed to which all nodes are connected instead of the re-use
of the already deployed network infrastructure itself. Using a second, redundant net-
work introduces benefits as well as drawbacks. One of the most important benefits is
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that a rollback is easily possible using the DSN, even if the whole network is not avail-
able because of a bug in the firmware or a broken update. The drawback for a DSN
are of course the high costs involved installing a second network covering the whole
deployment area which makes this approach only suitable for test labs or academic
deployments.

2.5.2.2. Software Based Updates

In contrast to the infrastructure-based approach most suitable for lab deployments,
re-using the network infrastructure by introducing an additional software layer e.g.,
during boot up is the preferred approach for real world deployments. In the following
paragraphs, different occurrences of this approach are presented.

Code / Image Propagation and Bootloading

The most common approach in resource constraint embedded networks to update
the system is replacing the firmware by an updated version [BS06]. Depending on
the concrete application field and underlying system a variety of different solutions
are available. Considering networks especially in the area of TinyOS Deluge [HC04],
XNP [Inc03], MNP [KW05], MOAP [SHE03], Trickle [LPCS], and Infuse [Aru04] are
well known. They all provide the user with functionality to deploy new images to
(selected) nodes or even a distinct image for each node in the network. Depending
on the reuse of images among different nodes, bandwidth and energy optimized data
transfer modes like multicast are available. Even for time triggered networks (TDMA)
a solution is available based on Infuse [Aru04].

Modular System Updates During Runtime

When considering flexible and reconfigurable middleware systems, applications need
to be added during run-time to the networks or to distinct nodes. Therefor it is usu-
ally not useful to deploy new images to many nodes if only one application or service
needs to be replaced or updated. Having in mind the dynamic capabilities of modern
operating systems, networked embedded systems also need to provide at least basic
capabilities for software deployments during run-time. Depending on the underly-
ing hardware and communication resources, different academic solutions are already
available providing support for updates like Imapa [LM03], ZebraNet [LSZM04], Con-
tiki [Dun06], and SOS [HKS+05b]. ZebraNet e.g., is based on a middleware system
developed for animal monitoring. A ZebraNet application consists of small modules
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which can be loaded at run-time. The idea of this tool was that animals will always
meet at areas where water resources are available. So an update would be injected on
one sensor node and then, over time, propagated through the network form node to
node (animal to animal). Using this way, even remote sensor nodes have a high proba-
bility of getting updates from time to time.

System Inspection

Similar to the idea of updating distinct software modules across the network, in-
stalling new monitors for debugging like declarative tracepoints [CAS+08] and in-field-
maintenance framework [CS08] across the distributed system is also an application for
updates at run-time.

2.5.3. Summary of Related Work

Considering the discussed applications fields as well as the key aspects in combination
with the presented related work, it is obvious that a solid foundation for further work is
already available for reuse as an infrastructure. The challenge however is to use these
basic features in combination with the modularization of the middleware (Section 5)
and the applications to provide a toolbox for new and flexible deployments. As most
of the work done in this thesis uses TinyOS as a basic layer, only software updates
at nodes level are considered. However for the reconfiguration of deployed software
(triggered by the user or by addition of new services or nodes) especially services no
system updates are necessary and so the restriction to mostly using TinyOS is no dis-
advantage.

2.6. Formal Notions

The System discussed in this thesis is specified by four basic parts, the
HardwareDescription, the ServiceDescription, the NetworkDescription, and the
ApplicationDescription. The hardware description specifies the different hardware
classes available for specifying the system, the service description specifies the avail-
able services including their properties and interfaces. The networking infrastructure
(e.g. communication media and links) is specified in the network description. The
details of these basic parts will be discussed in detail in the following chapters.

Based on these basic building blocks, the application consisting of hardware, services,
and their interaction is specified using the application description. In the following
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three chapters, single aspects of the development methodology will be discussed in-
cluding their contribution to the system specification.

In this thesis a specification is given based on n-tuples representing the components,
configurations and variables of the system. The n-th element of a tuple T (a1, a2, ..., an)

can be selected using the projection ΠnT = an. For a more convenient access to an
element an of a tuple, the notation T.an is used in this thesis.

In the next chapters of this thesis, a formal system specification is elaborated bit by bit
to provide the software artifacts required for building networked embedded systems.
The formal system specification also provides the foundation for the meta-models and
modes employed for code generation.

2.7. Summary of Technical Background

In this chapter, the technical background and relevant related work for the topics elabo-
rated in this thesis were presented. The major aspects discussed were the challenges for
networked embedded systems middleware solutions providing features like scalabil-
ity, mobility, and heterogeneity as well as the according related work in relation to the
identified challenges. An introduction to model-driven development, the challenges
and the related work done in this area was the second topic elaborated in this chapter.
The third topic discussed in this chapter was the the life cycle management applied to
networked embedded systems considered in this thesis.

Based on this technical foundation, the contributions of this thesis will be elaborated in
the next chapters.
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CHAPTER 3

Service Oriented Architecture and Embedded Systems
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In this chapter, the question regarding a suitable software architecture for heteroge-
neous, resource constraint, and distributed embedded systems is discussed. The ser-
vice oriented architecture is identified as a solution and the required adoptions mak-
ing the concept well known from WSs suitable for embedded applications are elabo-
rated. In addition, the interconnection of embedded SOA (eSOA) and the corporate
SOA world is discussed and a generic transformation mechanism is provided. Finally,
the suitability of the approach is shown using the eSOA demonstrator before the con-
tributions of this chapter are summarized.
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3.1. eSOA: A Service Oriented Architecture for Embedded
Systems

The basic idea of using (web) services is stated in a W3C working group note as fol-
lows:

(Web) services provide a standard means of interoperating between different soft-
ware applications, running on a variety of platforms and/or frameworks. [GG+04]

Having in mind the challenges introduced in Section 1.3, two major ones (heteroge-
neous infrastructures and run-time adaptability) are inherently supported by the SOA
pattern but usually also come with a big overhead when implemented equally to the
well-known solution used for the Internet domain, the web services. In order to make
the SOA suitable for embedded systems three major adoptions need to be done in com-
parison to web services and will be discussed in Section 3.1.2. As a foundation to this
discussion, an introduction to SOA is given in the following section.

3.1.1. Introduction to SOA

A practical perspective on the design and implementation of service-oriented solutions
is presented in [BDJ07]. Basically a SOA consists of services which communicate with
each other. A service is a function that is well-defined, self-contained, and does not
depend on the context or state of other services. Based on this description, a service can
also be seen an implementation of the actor concept introduced by Agha et al. [AH87]
in the 1980s.

Component

In

Out

Port
Port

Parameter

*

*

*

Figure 3.1.: Component Model: Components, Ports, and Parameter

Providing a high level of abstraction using well-defined interfaces, so called ports (see
Figure 3.1) hides the implementation details of the components from the user perform-
ing the application assembly. Additionally, treating sensors and actuators as services
allows dealing with the dynamics of the underlying network. Newly added devices
provide services which can be automatically discovered and (semi-)automatically inte-
grated into existing applications or used to build new applications.
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Figure 3.2.: (Web) Service Interconnection and Interaction [GG+04]

A simplified description of service interaction is depicted in Figure 3.2 detailing
the different steps to interconnect two services based on their interface description
(WSDL) [C+01]. The communication between services follows in most cases a request
response scheme (see Figure 3.3(a)) and can be simple, where one service processes
data provided by a second service. A complex communication pattern consists of a
couple of services, where one service utilizes other services to fulfil his own task.

The benefits of SOAs known from traditional application fields such as enterprise
service architectures can be translated to embedded network applications. The de-
composition of applications into loosely coupled software modules provides high
flexibility, re-usability, and extensibility and simultaneously eases the coexistence of
different applications. Another benefit is the possibility to integrate services from
various hard- and software vendors in a seamless way. Furthermore, due to the high
abstraction level, application domain knowledge is sufficient to intuitively understand
the functionality of services and to install and (re-)configure applications in the net-
work.

3.1.2. Adoptions of SOA for Embedded Systems

As SOA is a development paradigm, there can be many different implementations and
so SOA is usually treated as an equivalent to web service widely used in the Internet do-
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Figure 3.3.: Comparison of Web Service Communication and Embedded Service
Communication

main. The basic idea of web services also comes with stateless services, an invocation-
based life cycle and dynamic data routing trough the network or Internet. Having in
mind resource constraint devices and deterministic behavior, dynamic invocations and
data routing suggest a contradiction and so an adaptation of SOA for the embedded
domain, an adapted SOA [SBS+09] is necessary to master the challenges discussed in
Section 1.3. This approach then provides the advantages of SOA like flexibility and
re-usability by loosely coupled software modules as well as the resource efficiency re-
quired for the deployment to constraint embedded devices. The limited usability of
web services for the embedded domain is no new issue. To overcome the drawback
of the heavy-weight software stack required by web services, DPWS [DM09] was in-
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troduced by OASIS. In contrast to application servers housing web services, DPWS
only provides the bare minimum to execute and discover services, but sticks to XML
for communication. Additional contributions to lower execution and communication
overhead were made by Moritz et al. [MTSG10, MZP+09]. In contrast to the approach
presented in this thesis, DPWS as well as the WS4D [ZMTG10] initiative do not tailor
the means of a service for the challenges introduced by networked embedded system.
By lowering the execution and communication overhead of web services to make them
suitable for devices they only target the symptoms, not the core issues like the service
life cycle and the stream-based communication widely used in embedded systems.

In the following paragraphs, the key adoptions of web services and the resulting archi-
tecture are discussed based on the main qualities:

Adoption: Data Stream based Communication

While traditional SOAs are based on a request / response message pattern, control
applications running on embedded networks are typically stream-based as depicted in
Figure 3.3(b). Data is acquired periodically at the sensors and then pushed to connected
services. These services produce new data based on the received input which is con-
secutively pushed to the next service in the processing chain and finally provided to an
actuator service.

Adoption: Service Life Cycle

The typical life cycle of service instances in the web service domain is rather short-
lived. Individual instances have a lifetime that ranges from some seconds for simple
processing services, over some minutes or hours for services involved in web transac-
tions like online shopping. All of them have in common, that they are invoked for each
call and terminated after the call was processed. In contrast to the common approach
eServices are invoked at system startup time and terminated prior to system shutdown.
In the meantime, they are available for data processing. This adoption dramatically re-
duces the overhead required for processing an event and is perfectly suitable for the
stream-based communication employed in embedded networks.

Adoption: Resource Constraints

Services used in the embedded domain are often executed on small devices with
severely limited storage and processing capabilities. That requires efficient message
formats for the communication between these devices. This can be achieved by a clear
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Figure 3.4.: Simplified View: SOA for Embedded Systems

separation between the description of the data, which is specified only once, and the
transmission format, which contains solely the raw data payload in a binary represen-
tation like EXI [SK08] which is employed in this thesis. Additionally, the services and
the middleware executed on top have to be designed in an efficient way to facilitate the
execution on small sized devices.

Result: Embedded SOA: eSOA

Services with these special characteristics will be called embedded services eServices
in the following. The corresponding SOA consisting of these services is called eSOA.
Embedded network applications based on eSOA consist of a set of connected eServices.
Each eService can either produce data (sensor eService), process data (logic eService),
or consume data (actuator eService) as depicted in Figure 3.4. The available hardware
is abstracted as hardware services, which may be an actuator or sensor eService. Logic
services on the other hand do not depend on an underlying hardware and are executed
on programmable control devices. The communication between services is based on
data streams. A data stream consists of a sequence of data packets and connects an
output port of an eService with an input port of another eService. In other words,
eServices can be seen as operators on data streams.

3.2. Formal Service Specification

In the following, a formal specification of the core part of a SOA, the services is pro-
posed. A service si (s, InPorts,OutPorts, Inst, sResources) is described using the ser-
vice name s, the input and output ports InPorts and OutPorts (Ports = InPorts ∪
OutPorts) and an instance description Inst. The Inst specifies, additional information
available to tailor a service using configuration parameters. The resource requirements
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of a service are specified by the sResources tuple. To determine if a port p is part of a
service s, the notation partOfService(s, p) is used. This function evaluates to true if the
port p is part of the given service s. To determine, if a port p is an output or input port,
the notion direction(p) is used, where the result is input for an input port and output

for an output port. All the services specified are located in the ServiceDescription.

ServiceDescription =
⋃

service si

si

service : (s, InPorts,OutPorts, Inst, sResources)

Ports =
⋃

port pi

pi

port : (p, PortParams, PortID)

InPorts ⊆ {ip ∈ Ports|direction(ip) = input}

OutPorts ⊆ {op ∈ Ports|direction(op) = output}

Inst ∈ SpecificServiceInstance = {∅, T imerCounterService}

(3.1)

Each resource requirement (sResources) of a service is specified in the context of the
execution environment for which a service is available using the tuple (t, os, pl, sRAM)

for e.g., the sRAM requirement. Each entry is specified by the device type t, the op-
erating system os and the programming language pl. The sFLASH , sEEPROM and
sWCET requirements are specified equally. Within this thesis only a tight selection of
combinations is implemented: (os, pl) ∈ {(TinyOS,NesC), (Linux,C)}

sResources : (SRAM,SFLASH,SEEPROM,SWCET )

SRAM =
⋃

(t, os, pl, sRAM)

SFLASH =
⋃

(t, os, pl, sFLASH)

SEEPROM =
⋃

(t, os, pl, sEEPROM)

SWCET =
⋃

(t, os, pl, sWCET )

(3.2)

As the interface of a service, a port (p, PortParams, PortID) is described using the
port name p, port parameters PortParams and a port ID PortID.

PortParams : (paramName, paramType, paramRep)

PortID ∈ N0; pa, pb ∈ Ports; pa.PortID 6= pb.PortID ⇒ pa 6= pb
(3.3)
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The port parameter (paramName, paramType, paramRep) is used to specify the sig-
nature of a port using the parameter name paramName, the parameter data type
paramType and the operating system specific representation paramRep. The transfor-
mation Tplatform is performed during the transformation steps prior to code generation
elaborated in Chapter 6.

paramType ∈{char, uchar, bool, int16, int32, int64, uint16,

uint32, uint64, f loat32, f loat64}

paramRep ∈SysType : ∀pt ∈ paramType ∃pr ∈ paramRep :

pr = Tplatform(pt)

(3.4)

3.3. Interaction of Embedded Networks with the Internet

Currently, a lot of research is done to create web service interfaces between field level
devices and enterprise systems [dDCK+06, KBDSS07]. This trend will most likely con-
tinue, especially because of the envisioned Internet of things (IoT), which aims at inte-
grating all kinds of embedded devices via the Internet.

3.3.1. Interconnection Challenges

The upcoming challenge for application developers is the integration of both worlds,
web services on the one side and embedded services on the other side. Real-time aware-
ness1 for manufacturing or logistics is growing in importance. A break in information
exchange between the embedded world and the business back end is not acceptable
anymore. Failures and delays on the device level have to be reported fast, in order to
allow the timely execution of compensatory actions. Another example is highly flexible
production environments, which have to be (re-)configurable from back end services to
reduce downtimes and support on-demand production.
This leads to the following four different interaction scenarios.

1In this context, the expression “real-time” does not imply hard timing constraints as known from the
embedded world, but should be read as “data should be supplied in a timely manner”. This is due
to the reason that the web services consuming data from the embedded networks do not provide real-
time guarantees at all.
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Continuous Interaction with the Embedded Network

In this scenario, an external web service continuously interacts with one or more ser-
vices in the embedded network, e.g., to retrieve measurement values or to submit ex-
ternally acquired data. In order to keep the communication overhead low and to sup-
port non-periodic interactions, the communication between services is managed via
subscriptions, i.e., a web service developer subscribes to the output of an eService or
announces data submissions to the input of an eService. The management of these data
subscriptions can be done with established technologies like WS-Eventing[W3C], but
have not been considered in more detail in this thesis.

Ad-hoc Interaction with the Embedded Network

In contrast to the previous scenario, the interaction between services is not planned be-
forehand via subscriptions, but occurs dynamically. RPC-style web service invocations
are an example for this kind of interactions, e.g., in order to retrieve the current mea-
surement value of a sensor, an external service could invoke a getData method on an
eService.

Continuous Interaction with External Web Services

In this scenario, a developer from the embedded domain wants to retrieve data from
or submit data to an external web service on a repeating basis. This interaction has to
support the stream-based paradigm used in the embedded network, i.e., to submit data
to the external service the developer routes a stream to the web service, to receive data
he routes a stream from the web service to the eService.

Ad-hoc interaction with external Web services

The last interaction mode is not meaningful for data-centric services as used in the em-
bedded domain. In the embedded world, applications are installed by connecting the
services running on the individual nodes. As the individual services have no knowl-
edge about the concrete wiring, reconfigurations of the application are only triggered
by end-users (typically in the web service domain) or the middleware, but not by the
eServices.
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Figure 3.5.: Web Services and Embedded Services - Two Views

3.3.2. Integration of Both Worlds

To solve the issues discussed in the section above, in this thesis the following solution
is suggested: The integration has to be performed in two ways, as shown in Figure 3.5.
A developer familiar with web service technologies should be able to interact with ser-
vices from the embedded world just like he would interact with any other web service.
On the one hand, if a business process is modeled using Business Process Execution
Language (BPEL) [ACD+03] (as depicted in the lower left part of Figure 3.5), the pro-
cess designer should be able to use eServices to acquire or submit information to field
level devices. On the other hand, a developer familiar with application development
for embedded networks should have access to services in the enterprise back-end in
the same manner as he accesses other eServices. E.g., if data has to be transmitted to a
back end web service, it should be sufficient to route the corresponding data stream to
the remote service (as depicted in the lower right part of Figure 3.5).

The service gateway introduced is the mediator between the two worlds: it translates
messages to facilitate communication between services in both worlds and provides an
abstraction layer that supports both of the above mentioned views.
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Figure 3.6.: Web Service Bridge interconnecting Embedded and Corporate SOAs

3.3.3. Web Service Bridge

A mechanism to interconnect the two worlds as elaborated is the web service gateway
shown in Figure 3.6 which was also presented in [BSS+09]. The gateway mediates
between the web service world and the embedded world. Devices from the embedded
world are assigned virtual IP-addresses. Web service calls targeted at these addresses
are intercepted by the gateway and translated into the message and addressing format
used in the embedded network. The same holds for outgoing messages, which are
translated to Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP) messages.

By implementing a lightweight gateway, QoS-requirements can be satisfied if they are
supported by all underlying networks and protocols. A single point of failure can be
avoided by using multiple gateways and an appropriate balancing mechanism. The
performance impact of this solution is hard to quantify since it depends on the concrete
hardware. Even if it is possible to run a web service client on all embedded devices,
our gateway based solution may outperform the web service solution, since processing
overhead can be shifted from resource constrained devices to more powerful gateways.
In addition, caching effects can be employed using a generic bridge understanding the
traffic semantics.

If a developer wants to access an external web service from the embedded world, the
Service Gateway creates a virtual embedded service representing this web service. The
virtual service’s in- and outputs are created according to the Web Services Description
Language (WSDL) [C+01] description of the web service. For continuous interaction,
the One-way and Notification WSDL port types are supported. A one-way port in a
WSDL specifies a port, which only receives messages. The virtual service will therefore
possess a corresponding input. Analogously, an output is created for every notification
port of the WSDL. The correlation between these ports is stored in an internal map-
ping table in the Service Gateway. From the view of the embedded network, the virtual
service is offered by the node hosting the Service Gateway. In order to send data to
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the external web service, an embedded service can send data to the input of the virtual
service running on the gateway node. The arriving messages are intercepted by the Ser-
vice Gateway and converted to a SOAP call. The destination web service is determined
with the mapping table and the message is forwarded to its destination in the web ser-
vice world. Incoming SOAP messages are treated analogously. They are intercepted by
the Service Gateway and converted to embedded network messages. These messages
are injected to the network, as if the output of the virtual service created them.

The Service Gateway does not directly support ad-hoc interaction with external web
services because it violates the data-centric processing paradigm in the sensor network.
Many benefits of data-centric systems, like free placement of services, splitting and re-
using of data streams, etc. are only achievable if the individual services operating on
a data stream are implemented “locally”, i.e., produce their outputs solely depending
on the data received. An ad-hoc interaction would require the service to decide which
external web service it should address, which violates this paradigm. If the ad-hoc
interaction is needed anyway, it can be mimicked by installing temporary data streams
for the duration of the invocation. The message exchange in this case is the same as in
the continuous interaction scenario.

In order to make an embedded service accessible from the web service world, a WSDL
generator creates a WSDL document describing the eService’s interfaces. It will con-
tain a notification type port for every output of the service and a one-way port for
every input of the service. Analogously to the interaction with external web services,
the correlation between these ports is added to a mapping table. Additionally, the
newly generated WSDL is made available through a UDDI2 [UDD] based discovery
interface, which allows users form the web service world to search for specific embed-
ded services. The message exchange in the continuous interaction mode is the same as
described in the previous paragraphs.

The support for ad-hoc interactions requires mediation between the pull-based re-
quest/response invocation scheme in the web service domain and the push-based com-
munication paradigm in the embedded world. In this case, the Service Gateway will
install a caching service and extend the WSDL with a “getter” method for the corre-
sponding output. The caching service has two inputs and one output. The data input
is connected with the output of the target service. The caching service will always store
the latest data received at this input. If a message is sent to the second input, the trig-
ger input, the caching service will send the stored data from the cache output. The
last measurement produced by the target service is therefore pullable via a call to the
trigger input. If an embedded device supports on demand data acquisition, i.e., data ac-

2Universal Description, Discovery and Integration (UDDI)
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quisition can be triggered via submission of a message, the cache service is not needed.
Upon the arrival of a request the Service Gateway will trigger the measurement at the
target service and send the reply to the web service.

In the example in Figure 3.6, the incoming call for IP-address “193.150.15.14” is con-
verted to a sensor network address - in this case a ZigBee address. For this sam-
ple application, our ZigBee nodes are addressed by IP but support for different ad-
dressing schemes can be added easily. Based on a mapping table, the service address
“light/turnOn” is translated to a service and port identifier. This mapping table is auto-
matically generated by the bridge whenever embedded services are made available as
web services. At this point, the bridge generates a WSDL description for the embedded
service and updates the mapping table. It is important to note that this approach does
not contradict the different communication schemes of web service SOA and eSOA.
Ad-hoc messages from the web service world are intercepted at the bridge similar to
sensor events. In the following, the message is forwarded using pre-defined (static)
connections to the targeted service component.

Following the presented appraoch, a seamless integration of the embedded and the
web service SOA world is possible without using hand-crafted transformations for
each message. This approach also lowers the burden to extend the service bridge by
additional messages.

3.4. Integration of Semantic Information and an Ontology to
eSOA

As already indicated in the description of the web service bridge, the web service inter-
face generated by the bridge should provide an intuitive access point to the embedded
world. Because the users of this interface will be domain experts and no embedded
network programmers, it is important to provide an interface that describes a service
in terms of the application domain. This is for example done by using domain spe-
cific terms for the identification of services, such as “light” instead of the technical
addresses. In order to create these domain specific interfaces fully automated and to
ensure that a combination of services is meaningful, services in the eSOA platform pos-
sess meta-data information. This meta-data describes the in- and outputs of a service
with respect to their technical characteristics, data types, data rates, etc., and the kind of
data that is produced or consumed by the service. The latter information is based on a
domain specific taxonomy. During the generation of the WSDL, this taxonomy is used
to create descriptive names for the web service interfaces. Note that this information
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can also be used to ease the discovery of services. Often a user will not know the exact
address of an embedded device, but can provide some semantic information that al-
lows determining which device should be accessed. In this example a user could issue
a request like “turn on the light in room 4”. In this case, the semantic information about
the location of an embedded device (which can be attached during its installation) and
the fact that the device must have an input that allows modifying “light” can be used
to determine the address of the device. This discovery interface can be realized with
existing web service technologies like UDDI [UDD].

3.5. Migration Scenarios and the Derived Workflow

As sensor networks tend to be used for a long period of time in industry deployments,
additional devices or even additional sub-networks often need to be deployed to adapt
the network to new challenges emerging over time.

Having in mind that a deployment is considered an assembly of services distributed
over the network forming applications, support for new applications can be provided
by installing new services on existing nodes or by adding new nodes. Adding these
new services to already existing applications or replacing services in an already de-
ployed application is a critical task because the interaction of different applications
have to be taken into account. A second challenging task in these networks is to move
already deployed services to different nodes to improve reliability or resource utiliza-
tion across the network. For both tasks, the state of a service needs to be taken into
account for the transitions. In the following, the term state comprises all (configuration
and run-time) information locally stored in a service necessary to process incoming
data. Here one big advantage of the service paradigm is that the state can only be
changed by data received from ports.

In the following the reconfiguration scenarios relevant for this thesis are elaborated.

3.5.1. Extension of already Deployed Applications

Extending an already deployed application by a new, additional service is the easiest
update scenario. In this scenario, the new service requires data already provided by one
service of the old application. It is only necessary to deploy the new service to the net-
work and to connect its input ports to some of the output ports of the already deployed
application. Before deploying the service, possible changes in network utilization and
resource consumption need to be considered. For this, the same workflow can be used
as for the initial service placement, but with fixed placements for the already deployed
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Figure 3.7.: Simple Application Containing a Sensor, two Control Services and an
Actuator

ones. The deployment can be done at run-time without harming the already deployed
application if the new service can be instantiated at run-time (depending on the plat-
form), or if the new service is deployed to a node not involved in any application until
now.

3.5.2. Service Migration without Explicit State Transfer

A second scenario for service migration is the replacement of an already deployed ser-
vice by a new one. First only a migration where no inner state of the service needs to
be transferred is considered, either because the service is stateless or because the new
service can automatically recover the internal state. This could be the case for very sim-
ple services like data converters or basic logic operators and for those services, which
can acquire the state over time just by listening to input data3 like services calculating
the average of the last x values. Afterwards, this scenario will be extend for state full
services.
The first step for the migration or replacement 4 of a service is to deploy the new service
to an adequate node. As already mentioned for the first scenario, the placement can be
done using the already available tools. A very simple application is depicted in Figure
3.7. This applications consists of a source service (Sensor), a control service (Control
Service 1) and a destination service (Actuator). The Control Service 2 is the service which
replaces the Control Service 1.

Stateless Services

For stateless services, the migration is almost completed at this point. The only remain-
ing task is to remove the data paths connected to the old service and add connections
for the new one. Usually, connections from a source service which provides the data
to the service, and further connections from the output ports of the service to all data
subscribers exist.

3This interface has to be implemented by the service developer.
4A migration can also be seen as a replacement of a service by a new one of the same kind.
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The best way to perform this task is to add the new connections for the newly deployed
service beginning from the sink side to the service (Figure 3.7, connection c) and, after
that, from the new service to his data recipients (Figure 3.7, connection d). The removal
of the connections involving the Control Service 1 is done vice versa (Figure 3.7, connec-
tion b and a).

Stateful Services

For statefull services which can acquire the current state only by listening to the data
flow and therefor do not provide an interface for explicit state migration, additional
tasks need to be performed before the migration is complete. The first steps are the
same as for stateless services until the connections from the new service to the sub-
scribers are added. Before these connections can be configured (Figure 3.7, connection
d), the reconfiguration process has to be a halted until the correct internal state of the
new service (Control Service 2) is acquired. After this service is up to date, the remaining
data paths can be added from this service to all the subscribers. At the subscribing
nodes, the reconfiguration (removal of the old data paths related to the old service
(connection b) and the addition of the new data paths for the new service (connection
d)) needs to performed in a transactional way. If a message arrives in this very short
transaction phase, it has to be buffered to avoid possible application misbehavior.

3.5.3. Service Migration with Explicit State Transfer

The approach already described for stateless services, can be extended to handle the
migration of statefull services which require an explicit state transfer. Handling the ex-
plicit state transfer also comes with coordination challenges for the reconfiguration of
data paths. As shown for the case without explicit state transfer, the data paths need to
be adapted in a coordinated way to integrate the newly deployed service.
To guarantee a seamless and consistent migration, it is important to add the data paths
from all sources to the new service in exactly the moment where the state transfer be-
gins. After that point in time, the old service does not receive further data until the
state transfer is completed. For the new service receiving the state, it is important to
not start processing of inputs before the state transmission was completed. If the appli-
cation is e.g., a climate control system in building automation and some temperatures
measured are lost (assuming a high enough data acquisition rate) it will not harm the
application. If data loss in an application with very rare events or a user interaction
e.g., a user pushing a button is considered, the application and the real world could get
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Figure 3.8.: Multiple Applications with Overlapping Services

inconsistent without buffering the messages.
If the service to migrate is involved in many different applications, all requirements
of the involved applications need to be taken into account. For example some of the
involved services might tolerate the data loss while others do not, some can tolerate
downtime while others cannot. In the worst case all applications related to a service
which needs to be migrated need to be stopped.
According to the challenges elaborated for the service migration in this paragraph a
workflow is derived and presented in the next paragraph.

3.5.3.1. Migration Workflow

To reduce complexity, the migration of services is implemented as a stepwise approach.
The migration starts with the creation of an instance of the eService at the destination
node. The way this instance is created depends on the runtime and the underlying
system infrastructure.
After a new instance is created at the destination host, the internal state needs to be
transferred to the new instance. The state transfer is split up into four phases namely
serialization, state transfer, de-serialization and reconfiguration.
In the process of state transfer two components are involved in addition to the source
and destination service. These components, namely the MigrationCoordinator which
initiates the migration, and the MigrationFacilities, which actually performs the local
operations, necessary for the migration at the nodes. An example scenario is depicted
in Figure 3.9. In this scenario, the service instance x is moved from the node B to
node C (x′). All management extensions for the middleware namely the application
repository, the facilities for network management, and the MigrationCoordinator are
located at nodeA in this example. The interaction of services is stored in the application
repository. Information related to the network is stored in the network management,
which subscribes statistics from the nodes (using the middleware) in the network and
processes them to provide e.g., utilization statistics. Although information is gathered
by the system, a migration is only triggered by the user / administrator.
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Figure 3.9.: Migration Scenario

At the beginning of the process, the source service serializes its inner state and pro-
vides it to the migration facility located on the source node. The migration facility
then transfers the state data to the corresponding migration facility on the destination
node. The migration facility finally provides the data to the destination service using
the migration interface where the data is de-serialized.

After transferring the internal state and starting the new service, connections using the
old service need to be replaced by connections using the new service. The last step
finally is to decommission the old service.
Both components, the Migration Coordinator and the Migration Facilities are generic
and interact with the services using predefined interfaces. In the middleware, the soft-
ware parts responsible for the migration are split into two different kinds. The first one
is the Migration Coordinator, which is the centralized part, and the Migration Facilities,
which need to be installed at least on the nodes involved in the migration process. In
the following, the components will be explained in more detail.
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Migration Coordinator

The migration coordinator is responsible to coordinate the migration according to
network and application needs. To fulfill this task, the migration coordinator has in-
depth knowledge of the applications, services, requirements, and the data paths of the
network. It gathers this information from the network management facility installed
on one or, if a distributed implementation is used, on several nodes in the network.
When a migration is triggered by the user or by a monitoring agent, the coordinator
first checks if the source and destination nodes are available in the network and if the
requested service is installed on the source node. Using the meta-data dictionary lo-
cated in the network management facility, the information is gathered if the destination
node can handle the service and if the state migration is supported by the service or
not. In case of problems, the user gets notified and the process is stopped here.
If all pre-conditions for the migration are met, the migration coordinator triggers the
instantiation of the destination service instance at the destination node. The instan-
tiation itself is done by a middleware component and can, in worst case, require to
overwrite the complete software image on the destination. This can of course effect
the remaining applications being executed on the node or transmitting data using this
node as a hub.

Migration Facility

In contrast to the migration coordinator which is a centralized component, a migration
facility is located at each networked node which provides support for service migra-
tion. The migration facility can perform two different tasks according to the respon-
sibility in the migration process. The migration facility on the source node is respon-
sible for checking if the requested source service is available and if it implements the
required migration interface. If the interface is implemented, the migration facility re-
quests the service state. This state information is then stored and, according to the
information provided by the migration coordinator, sent to the migration facility at the
destination node.
The migration facility at the destination node receives the system state. It checks if the
destination service is instantiated properly and transfers the state using the migration
interface. Finally it starts the new service and notifies the migration facility. For moni-
toring purposes, this message is also forwarded to the migration coordinator.
To finish the migration process, the data paths reconfiguration is triggered by the mi-
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gration facility at the source node. If the reconfiguration was performed properly, the
application can be resumed.

3.6. Suitability of SOA for Embedded Applications

In this chapter, a SOA inspired software architecture for distributed embedded systems
was presented including a service bridge to interconnect the embedded to the corpo-
rate world. The suitability of this approach, considering the challenges a distributed
embedded architecture is facing (see Section 1.3), is elaborated in the following para-
graphs.

Heterogeneity

The heterogeneity of hardware and devices is supported due to the encapsulation of
application logic into services as well as by the introduction of services for employed
hardware devices (e.g., digital I/O service). Using the underlying middleware for
service interaction and data transport, applications can be developed agnostic of the
underlying execution environment. Using SOA, this challenge can be perfectly mas-
tered.

Distributed and Reconfigurable Architecture

Distributed applications as well as reconfiguration are a sole feature of SOA as services
are loosely coupled and provide functionality which is then assembled to an applica-
tion by a process definition e.g. using BPEL [ACD+03] or by explicitly calling services.
Reconfiguration is additionally supported by using a (message) broker5 to decouple
the services and so to introduce a data centric, stream based communication.

Resource Limitations

The resource limitations are a well employed argument against SOA for embedded
systems. Using the main contribution of this chapter, the tailoring of SOA for the em-
bedded domain by making service state full and long living, this argument becomes
invalid. The presented approach provides the benefits of SOA (especially decoupling
and re-use) and sufficient resource efficiency for embedded devices.

5The broker is a middleware component and will be introduced in Section 5.4.4
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Bridging

Horizontal and vertical integration of field level devices to corporate systems already
using web services become more and more important. This interconnection can be
perfectly handled using the eSOA approach in combination with a generic web service
bridge as presented in Section 3.3. This combination provided a simple and robust
solution for a tight and cost efficient coupling of both worlds.

End-User Programming

Using SOA provides a perfect level of abstraction for application assembly as end-
users can employ already developed services like a toolbox for new applications.
This toolbox based approach has already been proven suitable by tools like MatLab /
Simulink [SN93] for application logic. By employing this approach using the benefits of
decoupling provided by SOA in combination with a suitable tooling and an integrated
development process as introduced in this thesis, support for end-user programming
can easily be provided.

Error Detection and Recovery

Using SOA is no contradiction for in system error detection and recovery as long as the
execution environment provides support for these features. Although basic features
can be provided by using dedicated services implementing error detection as well as
by services triggering a reconfiguration, enhanced safety features were not investigated
in the evaluation of this approach and are considered as future work.

Overall Result

Summing up the results in comparison to the requirements and challenges introduced
at the beginning of this thesis, the claim that SOA is suitable for embedded applications
is sustainable. The next building block crucial for deploying SOA to embedded systems
is a suitable middleware providing an execution environment and the communication
infrastructure for the services. In the next Chapter, a middleware for eSOA is proposed
and the key components are elaborated.
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3.7. Summary and Contributions

In this chapter, the basic challenges for distributed applications were summarized and
the SOA was identified as a suitable solution to fulfill these requirements. In order
to comply with the additional challenges for the embedded domain like resource con-
straints, an adapted notion of SOA for the embedded domain eSOA was introduced.
The contributions are an adopted SOA for embedded devices eSOA including the no-
tion of embedded services eServices, their formal specification and their interactions as
well as the generic interconnection of eServices to the standardized web service world
using a web service bridge performing a translation based on the semantic descrip-
tion of data and ports. These results provide a substantial contribution to the eSOA
demonstrator introduced in Section 1.5.2.
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A key factor for reducing complexity is the separation of concerns regarding the differ-
ent contributors to a networked embedded system. These contributors can be distinct
by their different areas of expertise and so one possibility is to partition them according
to their contributions into different groups. Uniting these contribution to one system is
a major challenge and enabled by the domain specific model-driven development pro-
cess including extensive code generation for networked embedded systems elaborated
in this chapter.
The remainder of this chapter is structured as follows. At the beginning the motivation
for model-driven development (MDD) in the area of networked embedded systems is
presented as an introduction and followed by the elaboration of the requirements on
the MDD approach in Section 4.2. Based on these, a development process is derived
and detailed in Section 4.3.
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4.1. Separation of Concerns for Reduced Complexity

Developing distributed software systems is a complex, time consuming and expensive
task, especially if system size and so complexity grows and if software development is
done in the well-known way by writing source code by hand with a low level of abstrac-
tion. To guarantee good software quality, additional effort to coding needs to be spent
for testing and code reviews which are proven to be at least as time-consuming and
expensive as coding itself [Enc03]. To cope with this problem, an efficient to use and
flexible graphical development tool is a suitable way to increase productivity [BH94]
by lifting the level of abstraction and guiding the developer trough the development
process. In addition, it is shown in [AVT06], that using the model driven approach im-
proves clarity and validity of specifications as well as the reusability of the knowledge
encoded in models.

One possibility to implement this level of abstraction is the model driven development
paradigm in conjunction with extensive code generation [SSBG03, TG06] where the
employed models represent a DSL targeting a specific domain or field of application.
How important model driven development and the corresponding DSLs are consid-
ered for the future economic success of the European Union is shown by the following
statement taken form an EU commission report:

The introduction of domain specific programming techniques must be supported
by the introduction of appropriate tools for using these techniques. With the shift
from implementation towards design, the use of different programming languages
and different software platforms, it becomes important to intensify the research
for dedicated tool chains supporting a seamless model driven development process.
This seems to be one of the most important points for Europe to succeed in the
global competition. [HKM+05]

Taking into account the definitions presented in Section 1.2, networked embedded sys-
tems provide a challenge for a whole group of expters on different fields of expertise.
Usually domain experts, control engineers, computer scientists and electrical engineers
contribute to the development. To unite the efforts spent by these expert groups a suit-
able development process including tool support is almost mandatory.

This development tools needs to provide a high level of abstraction as well as a detailed
enough description to do code generation for resource constraint networked embedded
system. Additionally, a clearly structured development process is required supporting
the separation of concerns introduced by the employment of different expert groups.
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This separation is achieved in this thesis by using separate (aspect) models and views
customized for different groups of stakeholders. These aspects are then automatically
combined to one model prior to system validation and code generation.

The solution employed in this thesis for this seperation of concerns during the devel-
opment of networked embedded systems using the model-driven approach is to intro-
duce separate models for the networks, the hardware platforms, the software modules
as well as one model representing the deployment under consideration [SBK09]. By
employing domain specific models integrated in a domain specific development tool
a developer can focus on his domain and describe the system and its applications ac-
cording to his needs without explicitly considering all the aspects already considered
by another expert. The task of developing a system converges from writing source
code to modeling which provides the advantage of a higher level of abstraction where
ever possible. This model-driven approach makes software development much eas-
ier [BKK+11] and also helps to lower the burden for new developers.

In the development process presented in this thesis in Section 4.3, the user is guided
through the development and so errors can be detected in an early stage. This error
detection mechanism can be provided by model validation. A detailed view on the
models and validation is given in Chapter 6. In the phase prior to code generation
system validity can also be proved by integrating verification techniques [MGT+10]
e.g., for timing constraints. Based on the models for networks, hardware platforms,
software modules and the application, system tests can be generated automatically. In
combination with user-supplied tests, the whole system can be tested systematically to
prove e.g., code quality.

In addition to the eased system development, the models created for development are
also suitable as a part of the documentation. The direct re-use of the models as docu-
mentation guarantees, that the documentation is always in sync with the system under
development.

4.2. Requirements on the MDD Approach

Before the development process is presented in more detail in the following sections,
a set of key requirements on model-driven development of networked embedded sys-
tems will be elaborated in this section. As there are many more requirements then the
choice discussed in the following paragraph, the selection is limited to the most impor-
tant ones in relation to the process and tools developed in this thesis.
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Extendable Models

As models and their corresponding meta-models represent the bits and pieces applica-
tions consist of, it is obvious that they need to be flexible and extendable. The models
can be seen as components similar to the components in a component container struc-
ture [ABPG05]. The probability that a developer can think of all possible use cases
especially for future applications is quite low, so there needs to be a mechanism that
the basis of the tool can be easily extended to comply with the arising requirements.

Extendable Code Generation

As the code generation needs to provide code for different platforms, where all target
platforms cannot be known up front, it is obvious, that the code generator needs to be
easily extendable. The generator also needs to provide the possibility to be extended,
even by an end-user to add new or adapted implementations of different aspects. In
addition, as soon as meta-models are allowed to change, the code generator also needs
to be updated to use the changed input data.

Separation of Concerns

Usually there are many different groups of experts involved in developing networked
embedded systems. Each of these groups has different requirements on the tool as
well as different expectations of the functionality and the level of detail. As a conse-
quence the software system has to be assembled based on software artifacts whereas
direct dependencies between these artifacts needs to be at a minimal level to guarantee
maintainability [AK03]. To provide proper support for all these groups and their dif-
ferent software artifacts, the tool needs to provide the capability to support all of them
at their level of detail by providing mechanisms to support an integrated development
process.

Models Need to Allow Precise Definition of Application(s)

As all aspects of a networked embedded system are defined using the provided mod-
els, they need to allow a precise definition of the behavior. All requirements need to be
specified precisely and implemented according to the specification. The specification
is not allowed to have margin for ambiguity. A language often used to model systems
is UML [Obj07], but it does not provide enough information for extensive code gener-
ation [SBEJ04].
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Validation of Model Input

Testing software targeting especially embedded devices is an important and expensive
task in the development process. Research done by IBM shows, that even if 50% of
the effort is spent on testing, only 44% of the designs realize 20% of both, features
and performance expectations [Enc03]. Beside unit tests, integration tests, and system
tests, there is an additional method to increase the quality of a system built based on
models - model validation. The tool needs to support tests performed before code
generation to detect conflicting models or configurations. Introducing these tests in an
early development phase helps to detect errors prior to the first integration and system
tests.

4.3. Distinct Developer Groups United by the Development
Process

Developing distributed embedded systems is often split into different groups of devel-
opers each having expertise in a distinct field. When providing a tool for networked
embedded system, it is a key requirement to take this development paradigm into ac-
count in addition to the requirements discussed as technical background in Section 4.2.
A high level overview of the process developed in this thesis is depicted in Figure 4.1
showing the involved groups of developers as well as the process steps.

In the following paragraphs, this process is elaborated in detail by discussing the differ-
ent phases of the process and by presenting the different involved groups of developers
in detail. Finally, the presented process is summarized.

4.3.1. Development Process Overview

To implement the requirements mentioned in the previous section, a suitable develop-
ment process needs to be defined. In Figure 4.2 the development process developed in
this thesis is depicted. It structures the development into three main phases. In the first
phase (green box) the basic meta-models and the implementation of the middleware as
well as the development tool is provided by the Platform Specialists.

Based on the meta-models for the services, a model is instantiated and employed by
the Domain Experts in the second phase (blue box) to describe the services they want to
implement. By using a first code generation step, templates for these services are gen-
erated. The domain experts then implement the application logic within the generated
service templates by hand or by using tools like MatLab / Simulink. After testing the
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Figure 4.1.: High Level Overview of Development Process and User Groups

implementation, these service templates become part of the development tool. They
can be employed by the end-users simply by selecting them form a toolbox similar to
well-known MatLab toolboxes.

In the third phase (red box), End-users / Installers use the development tool to model
the system they want to assemble consisting of the hardware, the network, and the
services including their interconnections. Based on this description (model) and the
code templates for the services provided by the domain experts as well as the tem-
plates provided by the platform specialists, the code for all nodes including a tailored
middleware is generated. To deploy the newly created application to the network, the
end-users only have to flash the binaries to the hardware using batch-scripts also pro-
vided as a result of the generation phase.

The separation of concerns during the development process is directly reflected by the
different groups of users and developers involved in system assembly as well as by the
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Figure 4.2.: Meta-Models, Models and Processes Separated into Phases

models used to describe a system. In the following, the different user groups having
expert knowledge in the different development steps are introduced in more detail.

4.3.2. Platform Specialist

The Platform Specialists are the tool and infrastructure maintainer also providing the
generator and the tailorable middleware. This middleware implements all non-
functional services such as data transfer in the distributed system including QoS, ser-
vice instantiation, execution, configuration, and management. It is generated using a
template-based code generator [BSS+08]. The templates are implemented, maintained
and extended by the Platform Specialists. Members of this group have in-depth knowl-
edge of the hardware or operating system for a specific platform and can implement
the relevant parts of the middleware. To lower the burden for function development,
they also provide a template-mechanism to provide service templates according to the
specification given by the Domain Experts. Due to the expandability of the employed
code generator, new platforms can easily be supported by adding new templates or
modifying existing ones.
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Figure 4.3.: Device Driver Services provided by Platform Specialist

Beside the contributions to tooling and middleware, Platform Specialists also provide
basic services for convenient hardware access. Basic services reflect the software in-
stances to access sensors and actuators provided by the hardware as well as drivers
for additional extensions like communication interfaces. The basic services abstract
all implementation details and allow a black box usage of the hardware by the other
developer groups.

A simple example is depicted in Figure 4.3 where the software components for a shutter
und two push buttons are modeled using the SensorLab development tool. The service
ShutterHardwareService here represents a basic service connected to the shutter actuator
where the service DoublePushButtonHardwareService represents the sensor. The actuator
service provides input ports to control the actuator where the sensor service has ports
to provide the current sensor value.

4.3.3. Domain Experts

The Domain Experts have in-depth knowledge of a specific domain and implement the
required functionality for this domain. This functionality is encapsulated in so called
logic services that are later on used to assemble the applications. By using the infras-
tructure provided by the platform experts, especially the templating-mechansim pro-
viding the domain experts templates for their applications according to their interface
specifications, they can focus on developing their functionality.

In the home automation domain for example, a building block is a heating / air condi-
tioner control service or the shutter mentioned in the previous paragraph. Since basic
services are provided by platform specialists that allow measuring of the current tem-
perature or that read user settings from a control panel, the implementation can be
restricted to the pure application logic. The Domain Expert has expert knowledge in
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Figure 4.4.: Application assembled by End-User

his domain (e.g., climate control in buildings) and implements the pure application
logic using e.g., ANSI C [HS91].

The interaction with other services is specified on a high abstraction level. A simple
heating control might for example have one input reflecting the actual temperature,
one input for the reference temperature and one output to control the heater. The in-
and outputs can be specified based on a domain specific ontology to have a common
understanding if there is a standard available in the target domain e.g., [FSSF04]. In
addition, it is possible to specify constraints like measurement resolution and minimal
sampling rates.

4.3.4. End-User / Installer

Using the basic services provided by Platform Specialists representing the hardware
in combination with the logic services provided by one or more Domain Experts, the
End-User / Installer assembles the services in the same way he installs and wires the
hardware components. After the installation of the hardware, the application is as-
sembled and launched. This is done by and end-user with full tool support. A very
simple example would be the control of a shutter. The installer selects a shutter control
application from the toolbox capable of all the features he has in mind.

In the next step the end-user selects, on the one hand, the hardware module for the
shutter and on the other hand some push buttons to allow the user to open and close
the shutter. In addition, a central building control system can also be connected to the
deployment to assure, that all shutters can be opened centrally in case of a tempest.
The selection of services can be based on the specification of the interface and a textual
description. Most important, implementation details are completely encapsulated by
this approach.

The End User imports the pre-implemented basic services representing the hardware
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(Figure 4.3), performs a configuration of the components, and builds his application
by interconnecting (wiring) the involved services as depicted in Figure 4.4. After the
generation step, the application is ready for deployment.

4.4. Summary and Contributions

The separation of concerns, the requirements on the MDD approach as well as differ-
ent groups of experts involved in developing networked embedded systems including
a suitable development process have been presented in this chapter. The elaborated de-
velopment process provides the separation of concerns as required by the different user
groups involved and is suitable to be represented within a development tool (Sensor-
Lab). The feasibility was shown on a small example which was designed as a part of the
demonstrator introduced in Section 1.5.2. As the first part of the formal system spec-
ification was already introduced in Chapter 3, the remainder of this thesis elaborates
the remaining building blocks contributing to the development, namely a tailor-able
middleware housing the services and the tool itself combining the specification aspects
and providing the code generation and system assembly.
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In Chapter 3 was shown that SOA is perfectly applicable for embedded networks. It is
common knowledge, that executing services as part of a SOA requires a middleware as
underlying software platform. The requirements for a middleware housing embedded
services on resource constraint devices are elaborated in this chapter and the key soft-
ware components are derived. The design principles therefore are: modularity, tailor-
ability and efficiency. As a reminder mostly for the middleware challenges, Table 5.1
summarizes the results elaborated in the background chapter.

The system architecture is presented in Section 5.1 and components of the middleware
are discussed in detail in Section 5.4. As a formal foundation, the specification of appli-
cations is given in Section 5.5.
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Managing limited power & resources 7 3 3 3 3 7

Scalability, mobility dyn. topology 3 , 3 3 , ,

Heterogeneity 3 3 3 , ,

Real-world integration 3 7 7 7 7 7

Application knowledge 7 7 7 7

Data aggregation 7 , , 7

Quality of service / NFPs 7 3 7 , , 7

Security 3 7 7 , , ?

Table 5.1.: Overview Middleware Challenges and Implementations: 3 Supported,
7 Not Supported, , Considered, Empty: No Information Available

5.1. Proposed Middleware Architecture

The general architecture is depicted in Figure 5.1. Similar to CORBA [Obj08], well de-
fined interfaces for the application components are provided to access the middleware.
In contrast to CORBA, the application container is tailored for a specific application
and hardware using code generation as described in Chapter 6.

As the system is expected to be heterogeneous concerning the computational power
and memory capabilities, the nodes can take over different roles within the network.
Resource constrained nodes can be used to perform simple interactions with the en-
vironment like sensing or actuating. More powerful nodes can control the whole net-
work, optimize the data flow, and trigger application changes.

The middleware provides a container that allows an easy combination of the services
realizing the application functionality. Regarding these services, we distinguish two
different kinds. An application or logic service realizes a control function of the applica-
tion. The functionality can be implemented independently of the underlying hardware.
Therefore, these components can be placed within the distributed system according to
e.g., performance criteria and QoS. In contrast, a hardware interaction service realizes
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Figure 5.1.: eSOAMiddleware Architecture

the hardware access, e.g., sensing or actuating, and must be implemented hardware
dependent.

The middleware realizes the interaction of these components and can be seen as in-
telligent glue code. In contrast to the operating systems such as TinyOS [Tin] or
SOS [HKS+05b], which are very often considered to be a middleware themselves, the
presented approach has to be seen at a higher level. In particular, it offers services re-
lated to the distributed execution of sensor applications such as routing, node failure
management and QoS.

To master the challenges of a distributed embedded system, it is not only enough to
adapt the SOA for these systems but it is also necessary to develop an architecture suit-
able for the system requirements and also as open and modular as possible to support
the easy extendibility requested by the users. An overview of the architecture can also
be found in [BSS+08].

5.2. Management Facilities and Application Services

Beside the application services housing the application logic, a systems usually consists
of additional service required for the management of a single node or of the whole de-
ployment. These management components (e.g., Node Management) are also depicted
in Figure 5.1 and are called facilities in the following. Equal to application services,
these management facilities need to share information and communicate with each
other or external tools and additionally with the middleware itself by using distinct
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interfaces. Having this similarity in mind, the employment of the same communica-
tion interface and mechanisms for facilities as for services is obvious. In order to keep a
system stable even in an overload situation, a distinction between data flow (services)
and control flow (facilities) is required in order to prioritise control messages. In addi-
tion to the communication mechanisms employed for the services which forward the
messages based on their sender information, the facilities also have the possiblity to
directly adress the destination of their messages by using the sink adress.

5.3. Communication and Execution Semantics

Beside the basic architecture overview, a system needs additionally to be described
by its communication and exectution semantic. These semantics are discussed in the
following paragraphs.

Execution Semantic

The middleware elaborated in this thesis basically employes a data-driven execution
semantic for the services, where a service is executed every time data is delivered to
a port of the service. After the data is processed, the service can also provide data
on its output ports. The data delivery to all destinations is then performed by the
middleware. For services interacting with the hardware (basic services), this execution
semantics is not sufficient anymore. Additionaly, the execution of these basic services
can be triggered by registered hardware interrupts and by registered timers. The ouput
data of these basic services is submitted in the same way as for application services.

Communication Semantic

The basic idea for the communication using the elaborated middleware is to form an
overlay network as an abstraction for different networking standards and hardware.
This allows an uniform adressing of the nodes in the network without considering the
underlying communication infrastructure. For the data provided and consumed by the
services the behavior is as follows:

All data provided by services is forwarded to its destination by the middleware. In
contrast to many well-established approaches, where the destination is listed in the
message, the middleware elaborated in this thesis employs the source address (source
addressing) for message routing. The destination of all messages is initially determined
during the configuration phase of the system and is reflected by a forwarding table
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Figure 5.2.: Source-Based Routing: Network consisting of six nodes housing services
S1, S2 and S3 where the same data is transmitted from S1 to S2 and S3.
The data route is represented by the blue line and shows that the message
is duplicated at the latest common node on the path.

stored on each involved node. Using this approach, multicast messages can easily be
created agnostic of the underlying communication infrastructure. If necessary, the mes-
sages traveling on their pre-configured communication path can be duplicated on the
latest common node and then be forwarded to multiple receivers. A simple example is
depicted in Figure 5.2 and shows the physical links (red), logical route (blue) and the
forwarding rules for a message sent from service S1 on node N1 to services S2 and
S3. The rule S1@N1 → N2 indicates, that the message originating from service S1 on
node N1 needs to be forwarded to N2. In order to support dynamic reconfiguration,
the forwarding rules can be updated during runtime.

Beside the data flow, also control flow messages need to be delivered to their destina-
tion. In contrast to the data messages, control messages (mostly generated by facilities)
are tagged to allow distinction as well as prioritization during message processing and
use the desination (sink-based) for adressing.

5.4. Selected Middleware Components

In this section a selection of the core middleware components are discussed in more
detail. These are the Node Management, the Component Management, the Applica-
tion Management, the Broker, the Marshaller, and the Network Service. Beside these
selected components, the middleware consists of a number of additional components
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known from various middleware implementations. The selection for these sections is
performed according to their relevance to for eSOA and to the tailoring done to the
middleware using the code generation.

5.4.1. Node Management

The first middleware component discussed in more detail is the node management.
This distributed service is used to collect status information and capabilities of all nodes
in the sensor network. The capabilities of the network comprise the available sensors
and actuators, the provided communication media as well as processing power and
storage capabilities. In addition, run-time data like battery status, free memory or
hardware failures must be monitored. This information can be used to optimize the
configuration of the application. Furthermore, the status information can be used for
maintenance to identify nodes with heavy load or low energy resource at an early stage
and to make arrangements to replace these nodes or their battery.
To gather all these information, it is essential for the whole system that each node an-
nounces its presence and keeps the state up to date. A node failure can be detected and
reported by neighbor nodes due to the fact that communication to a lost node is not
possible anymore. The core features provided by the node management are:

• Announcement of the node to the central management facility (if available) and
to its neighbors

• Announcement of alive signal

• Announcement of health status (e.g., battery, load)

• Neighborhood detection

For resource constrained nodes in the network, a passive version of the node manage-
ment is sufficient. It is passive in the sense that they provide information about the
hosting node but do not collect information about other nodes. More powerful nodes
execute active versions of the node management that gather the forwarded information
and report changes to the application management.

5.4.2. Component Management

The component management provides information about all components available for
the entire sensor network. We differentiate between application services and hard-
ware interaction services or basic services. Hardware interaction services are offered
on each node with attached dedicated hardware devices. In comparison to basic ser-
vices, it is possible to locate application services on an arbitrary node in the network.
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To acquire an optimal service placement in the sensor network, the application man-
agement service needs in-depth knowledge of all interfaces, the provided functionality
and resources requirements (memory consumption, required processor time) of each
component. An example how this information is used to assemble a system is given
in Section 6.3. This information is stored, maintained, and provided by the component
management. Different application components may realize a similar functionality.
Based on the description of these components, the application manager can choose an
adequate component based on the available devices and QoS constraints. Having in
mind the formal system specification, this information is specified in the service de-
scription introduced in Definition 3.1.

5.4.3. Application Management

The application management component handles the configuration of the application.
The configuration depends on the set of available nodes and their status, the set of
software components, the topology, and QoS requirements. Application components
can be placed intelligently within the distributed system to minimize network load
or to balance the load on the different processors. If for example an average value
out of a set of redundant sensor results is used at a remote controller, the application
component computing this average value should be placed close to the sensors. A
new configuration can be obtained by moving the affected software components and
updating the routing. The latter is done by reconfiguring the broker detailed in the
following paragraph. The information describing the applications is specified in the
ApplicationDescription specified in Definition 5.3.

5.4.4. Broker

The component realizing the broker must be implemented as a local service on each
node. The task of this component is to realize the routing at the level of application
logic. The routing table of the broker is maintained by the application management to
guarantee an optimal routing. All messages consumed and/or produced on a specific
node need to pass the broker. It is the task of the broker to decide to which components
on which nodes the message will be forwarded. This information is represented using
the wirings specified in Definition 5.3. To determine if a message is delivered locally,
the wiring information in combination with the service instances and their location
is employed to generate the broker routing configuration. For local message delivery
outputService.sl = inputService.sl must be fulfilled. In contrast to messages delivered
to local services, the messages for non-local services need to be sent over network to
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the destination node. The message including routing information such as the receiver,
security and reliability requirements is delegated to the network service for further
processing.

5.4.5. Marshaller

Depending on the underlying communication infrastructure and the power resources
available, different marshalling methods are available. To target communication re-
source constraint devices, EXI [SK08], a binary XML representation is employed. To
enable efficient en-/decoding, the software module is tailored for an application. Based
on the port specification of a service, the marshaller is generated using the paramType
and paramRep information introduced in Definition 3.4. The tailoring of the marshaller
e.g., for EXI saves the overhead and complexity to parse the data during run-time using
a schema definition. As this component is generated for and shipped with each service
as a glue code, is does not introduce additional burdens for extending or reconfiguring
the system.

5.4.6. Network Service

The network service is used to communicate with other nodes in the sensor network
regardless of the concrete communication medium available. In order to increase ef-
ficiency and reduce overhead, the capabilities of this service are tailored with respect
to the infrastructure and the data during the code generation phase. Using the in-
formation available in the system specification, the network service can be tailored to
application needs and infrastructure as well as kept generic to support extendibility.
The calculation of the optimal data route considering QoS information is performed
according to the approach detailed in Section 6.2.6 during the tailoring of the system.
In the specification, this information is represented using the network and hardware
description provided in Definition 5.1 and Definition 5.2.

This leads to a quite optimal performance without the need of any manual adapta-
tions. From an implementation perspective, the network service provides the end-to-
end routing by forwarding the message to the next neighbor on the route and so in-
troducing an overlay network by applying the appropriate communication protocols
for the hardware layer e.g., ZigBee [All06] or Reliable UDP [BK05]. To achieve secure
communication, message de- and encryption can be activated in this service to trans-
parently get a secure communication layer for message transport. For better efficiency
and because of the resource constraints, only critical messages are encrypted.
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5.5. Formal Specification

In this section, the formal system specification is extended by the means of network and
hardware. These two, together with the specification of services already introduced in
Section 3.2 provide the foundation for the specification of applications discussed at the
end of this section.

5.5.1. Formal Network Specification

The NetworkDescription consists of a set of channel. The channels (N,m, e, r, l) are
defined by the Node instances set N , the communication medium m, the encryption
algorithm e, the reliability probability r and the average latency l. The channels c rep-
resent the overlay network deployed on the physical node links and abstracts from
different hardware. An example with two channels is depicted in Figure 5.3 where
node N2 and N4 are equipped with two network interfaces each to interconnect both
channels.

NetworkDescription =
⋃

channel ci

ci

channel : (N,m, e, r, l, QoS)

N ⊆ NodeInstances

m ∈ {ZigBee,RS232, Ethernet_UDP}

e ∈ {∅, CaesarCipher}

r : 0 < r < 1

l ∈ N

(5.1)

1 5

42

3

6

Figure 5.3.: Network Consisting of Six Nodes and Two Channels (red and blue).
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5.5.2. Formal Hardware Specification

HardwareDescription =
⋃

nodeClass nci

nci

nodeClass : (t, a, r, f, e,NodeDevice,m)

t ∈ {TMote,MicaZ, PC}

a ∈ {AV R,MST430, x86}

r ∈ N

f ∈ N

e ∈ N0

NodeDevice ∈ {MDA510, RFID}

m ⊆ {ZigBee,RS232, Ethernet_UDP}

(5.2)

As the NetworkDescription wires node instances, the hardware has to be specified up
front as a template for the node instances using the HardwareDescription of a system
S consisting of a set of nodeClass. A node class (t, a, r, f, e,NodeDevice,m) is defined
by a node type description t, an architecture description a, a RAM size r, a FLASH
size f , an EEPROM size e, an device identifier NodeDevice for additional devices (e.g.,
a sensor cluster or a RFID reader), and a communication medium m. The supported
communication medium then provides the basis to interconnect a group of nodes using
a channel as specified in Definition 5.1.

5.5.3. Formal Application Specification

Based on the specification of services introduced in Section 2.6 as a foundation, an ap-
plication is assembled. This assembly is specified using the ApplicationDescription. In
this thesis, an application consists of the involved nodes, the services, and their inter-
connections as specified in the ApplicationDescription which consists of the following
tuple (NodeInstances, ServiceInstances, Wiring).

ApplicationDescription : (NodeInstances, ServiceInstances,Wirings)

NodeInstances =
⋃

nodeInstances ni

ni

ServiceInstances =
⋃

serviceInstance si

si

Wirings =
⋃

wiring wi

wi

(5.3)
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nodeInstance : (n, t,D, os, pl, nodeID)

serviceInstance : (si, s, sl, serviceID)

wiring : (inputPort, inputService, outputPort, outputService, encr,QoS)

(5.4)

A NodeInstance (n, t,D, os, pl, nodeID) is specified by the node name n, the node class
t, a set of additional node devices d, by the platform os, the programming language pl,
and a node unique id nodeID.

nodeInstance : (n, t,D, os, pl, nodeID)

t ∈ HardwareDescription

D ⊆ NodeDevice

os ∈ {TinyOS,Linux,Windows}

pl ∈ {NesC,C, JAV A}

nodeID ∈ N0;na, nb ∈ NodeInstances;

na.nodeID 6= nb.nodeID ⇒ na 6= nb

(5.5)

A ServiceInstance (si, s, sl, serviceID) is specified by the service instance name si,
the instantiated service s, the deployment location sl, and a node unique service id
serviceID.

serviceInstances : (si, s, sl, serviceID)

s ∈ ServiceDescription

sl ∈ NodeInstances

serviceID ∈ N0

(5.6)

The wiring(inputPort, inputService, outputPort, outputService, encr,QoS) describes
the interconnection of service instances agnostic of their locations by refering to the
inputPort of the inputService and the outputPort of the outputService. In addition,
the communication is characterized using enc to specify if encryption is required and
which QoS parameters specified in the QoS set should be applied.
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wiring : (inputPort, inputService, outputPort,

outputService, encr,QoS)

inputService ∈ ServiceInstances

inputPort ∈ inputService.InPorts

outputService ∈ ServiceInstances

outputPort ∈ outputService.OutPorts

encr ∈ {∅, CaesarCipher}

QoS ⊆ {reliable, unreliable, CRC}

(5.7)

5.6. Summary and Contributions

In this capter, the proposed middleware providing an execution environment for the
embedded services was presented. The major aspects discussed were the execution
semantics, the communication paradigm as well as the distinction between manage-
ment facilities and services housing the application logic. Based on this architectural
overview, a selection of core components of the middleware have been presented in
more detail, namely the Node-, Application- and Component-Management as well as
the Broker and the network serivce providing the interconnection of local and remote
nodes. Finally a formal specification of the system aspects hardware and network
communication were elaborated as a detailed definition of the introduced middleware
components.

The contributions of this capter chapter are twofold: First it was shown, how a flexible
middleware for resource constraint networked embedded system can look like and
which major components are essential for the middleware. The second contribution
is the formal specification of the hardware and networking aspects of a networked
embedded system as input for the final system assembly and validation presented in
the next chapter.
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Based on the idea of information decoupling and separation of concerns introduced by
the presented development process, a formal specification of a part of the system was
given in Chapter 3 and Chapter 5.

Using the specification as a foundation, EMF models [SBMP08] are derived implement-
ing this specification. An example of one aspect model derived from the specification
is given in Section 6.1. The remaining models are detailed in Appendix A.

One major part of the system assembly, the model transformations implementing the
system manufacturing are described in Section 6.2. These transformation steps can in
principle be extended by additional (also external) tools, e.g., by automated service
placement as introduced in Section 6.3. The code generation (or model-to-text transfor-
mation) providing the source code as well as the build files for the whole deployment
is presented in Section 6.4. Finally, the contributions of this chapter are summarized
and evaluated in Section 6.5.
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6.1. Derived Meta-Models and Models

The whole model-driven design process is based on suitable meta-models and mod-
els [MSUW02]. The meta-models are a representation of a DSL and help to focus on
dedicated aspects during development. By introducing DSLs to allow a precise for-
mulation of problems and their solutions, some authors claim that productivity can be
increased by a factor of four [Wig01].

In this section the employed meta-model for the development process is introduced
and the key aspects are discussed. To increase flexibility and maintainability, the mono-
lithic meta-model is split into four different meta-models. These are the hardware, ser-
vice, network and application meta-model. Based on these meta-models, a fifth meta-
model, the production meta-model is created, which is basically a concatenation of
the four meta-models introduced above extended by additional information required
for code generation. This information is calculated during the model-to-model (M2M)
transformation phase described in Section 6.2.

6.1.1. Implementation

Based on the formal specification of the System S (HardwareDescription,
ServiceDescription, NetworkDescription, ApplicationDescription), an implemen-
tation is provided as an example how this formal description is transformed into a
development tool. The basic idea is, to transform the specification into a meta-model
as a foundation for modeling the system. Based on this input data, further transforma-
tions are performed to tailor the user input for the targeted system and finally the code
is generated for the targeted platforms. To discuss the single transformation steps, the
formal specification as well as a tool dependent implementation is presented.

6.1.2. Example: Hardware Meta-Model

The hardware meta-model depicted in Figure 6.1 is one of the basic models of the de-
veloped system. It is used to describe the involved hardware classes. Based on this
meta-model, a hardware model is instantiated to describe the involved device types
for a specific deployment. In case, additional information is required to sufficiently de-
scribe a deployment, the meta-model and hence the model can be easily extended.
The structure of the hardware meta-model is elaborated in the following paragraphs.
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Figure 6.1.: SensorLab Hardware Meta Model

Hardware Description

The hardware is described using a Hardware Description class, which itself consists of
Nodes. This class is used as a container for the remaining parts of the meta-model.

Nodes

The nodes described in this meta-model are no real instances, they represent the differ-
ent types of nodes, which are characterized using several attributes like RAM and ROM
for the available RAM and ROM. To make the nodes suitable for networked embedded
systems, all of them require at least one communication interface which is represented
by the Communication Medium class.

Communication Medium

The communication medium describes communication between at least two nodes. In
the initial version, communication using RS232, ZigBee, and Ethernet is supported.
This selection is represented by the type parameter. Based on the communication type
(or technique), reasonable parameters for the underlying communication medium can
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be suggested. The most important characteristic is the throughput. Throughput is spec-
ified using an integer value and is later on used to check the feasibility of a configured
application in the sense of communication requirements.

Device

Many devices used in the embedded domain provide interfaces to extend their func-
tionality by additional hardware, which is probably not known form the beginning
of a design phase. Such interfaces are e.g., TWI [Sem00b], SPI [Sem00a], or a simple
UART [Osb80]. To connect devices attached using these interfaces, device drivers are
necessary to bring the functionality to the runtime environment. To model this case,
the Device class is used. It consists of a verbal description of the attached device (the
attribute type) and the attribute service, which represents a service implementing the
software functionality (device driver) of the device.

6.2. Model-to-Model Transformation

In model-driven development, the basic tasks performed on models is the creation and
adaption as well as the transformation of models as stated by Jouault et al.:

In the context of Model Driven Engineering, models are the main development
artifacts and model transformations are among the most important operations
applied to models. [JABK08]

Transformation here means to read data from a model, process the information
and finally write the resulting information to a new or adapted model. This
can be done in order to convert model data into a different representation (meta-
model) [ABGR10] or to calculate additional information based on the data stored in
the source model(s) [KBSK10] as it is done in this thesis.

In this Section, first the employment of M2M transformation in this thesis is elaborated
followed by the different steps of the M2M transformation process developed within
this thesis. In paragraph 6.2.4 an example how the development process can be ex-
tended e.g., by the service placement framework introduced in Section 6.3 is discussed.
At the end of this section, system validation checks are introduced as well as the tech-
nique employed to implement the specified checks.
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Figure 6.2.: Model-to-Model Transformation: Process Steps

6.2.1. Employment of M2M in this Thesis

Basically, the model transformation S → S′ done in this thesis is twofold:
First, the static information artifacts are transferred from the models holding the user
input to the production model to make the handling during the following transforma-
tion steps more convenient.
Second, the concatenated model is transformed into the production model by unifica-
tion of ports, services, and nodes by assigning them scope wide unique IDs and by
calculating the network topology based on the specified information. A detailed de-
scription of the steps in the transformation is given in the followings paragraphs and
is depicted in Figure 6.2. As model transformations can be quite complex, they become
a crucial part of the software development process and have a need for extensive test-
ing. One solution on this is to generate the tests based on the meta-models as described
in [BFS+06].

6.2.2. Formal Production System Specification

Based on the already discussed specification of the system S, a production spec-
ification S′ (HardwareDescription′, ServiceDescription′, NetworkDescription′,
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Figure 6.3.: Check Example for Application Model Performing Basic Sanity Checks

ApplicationDescription′, SystemConfiguration) is derived which is enriched by
information required to assemble the system. The transformations S → S′ including
the transformation steps are discussed in the following paragraphs. Each transforma-
tion step shown in Figure 6.2 is discussed based on its contribution to the development
process.

6.2.3. Step 1: Validation of Input Data

Before the modeled aspects are considered for further processing, the validity of the
input data is checked using rules specified using the Check [Effa] language which is
part of the employed modeling framework. The validation starts by employing sim-
ple checks for unique naming of element identifiers and proceeds to checks, if wired
services have compatible interfaces. An excerpt of the check rules is depicted in Fig-
ure 6.3. Additional checks can be easily added during development time, if previously
undetected modeling or transformation errors are discovered. The approach here is
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Figure 6.4.: Model to Model Transformation: Application Model Content is Copied to
Production Model and References are Resolved

similar to unit testing, where an additional test is added to verify that a discovered bug
is fixed [GC11].

6.2.4. Step 2: Merge into Production Model

S → S′ :

HardwareDescription′ = Mhd(HardwareDescription)

ServiceDescription′ = Msd(ServiceDescription)

NetworkDescription′ = Mnd(NetworkDescription)

ApplicationDescription′ = Mad(ApplicationDescription)

(6.1)

After the validity of the input data is checked in the initial step, the model elements
are merged into the production model by a transformation M . The transformation
M therefore consists of four aspect model specific transformations M{hd,sd,nd,ad}. The
merge transformations are implemented as copy operations of the data from the source
models (the aspect models) to the production model. In this step, references between
the different aspect models are resolved, to make the production model self-contained.
Technically, this step is performed using the xtend-Language [VG07] extended by Java
functions mostly for resolving dependencies. An excerpt of the transformation is de-
picted in Figure 6.4 showing the part of the transformation performing the data copy
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and the resolving of references by calling external Java functions (e.g., getReferencedOb-
ject()).

After the model merge, basic preparations followed by the service placement and data
path calculations are be performed. If services have no node assigned, the service place-
ment framework described in Section 6.3 is used to find a suitable placement. As soon
as a placement is calculated, the data path calculation can be performed in the same
way as if the services had been placed by hand.

6.2.5. Step 3: Preparation of the Production Model

After all model data is stored inside the production model, it is self-contained and basic
preparations for the following steps can be performed. One of these steps is providing
the model elements with system wide unique IDs for the nodes, the services, the ports,
and the communication channels, as long as these have not previously been assigned
by the user. In order to allow backwards compatibility and easy extendibility, the IDs
can also be propagated back to the aspect models to make sure they are kept the same
for further deployment iterations.

Formal description

The calculation and assignment of unique IDs is performed in the Tunification

step which consists of transformations for nodeID (Tun_nodeID), for serviceID

(Tun_serviceID), and by the transformation for portID (Tun_portID).

Tunification = (Tun_portID × Tun_serviceID × Tun_nodeID)(S′) (6.2)

First, the unification Tun_nodeID is performed for the nodeID. If the node ID was user-
defined (6= 0), the value is kept, otherwise a unique nodeID is generated based on the
following two rules.

∀n ∈ nodeInstance|n.nodeID = 0 : n.nodeID = getNextNodeID() (6.3)

∀n1 ∈ nodeInstance ∀n2 ∈ nodeInstance :

n1 6= n2 ⇒ n1.nodeID 6= n2.nodeID (6.4)

The second step is to assign each serviceInstance an unique serviceID in the scope
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of a node by TunserviceID. Equally to the nodeID, a system generated serviceID is
assigned, if no serviceID is user-defined. The assignment is performed according to
the following two rules:

∀s ∈ serviceInstance|s.serviceID = 0 : s.serviceID = getNextServiceID(s.sl) (6.5)

∀s1 ∈ serviceInstance ∀s2 ∈ serviceInstance :

s1 6= s2 ∧ s1.sl = s2.sl⇒ s1.serviceID 6= n2.serviceID (6.6)

Similar to the nodeID and serviceID each input and output port p is assigned an
unique ID by Tun_portID. This ID is unique within the scope of a service and the port
direction.

6.2.6. Step 4: Calculation of Data Paths Throughout the Network

Based on the communication channels and the participating nodes and their network
interfaces, a network graph is generated as a foundation for the data paths which are
calculated for each wiring interconnecting two services. Depending on the network
topology and medium, gateways are identified and finally routing table entries for
all participating nodes are generated. This is done for each wiring consecutively. To
represent the different communication media and their resource utilization, the links
between nodes can be charged with weights and so the cheapest link is selected. Addi-
tionally, the reliability attribute describing each communication channel is also used to
provide an estimation of the end-to-end communication reliability.

The additional information calculated during this phase is then stored in the produc-
tion model and its extensions for further use within the transformation as well as for
code generation. This can also be used as an input for external analysis and verifica-
tion tools by simply adding an export functions to write the data to the specific format
understood by the external tool. As an example, a description of the services, their
interfaces and interconnections is exported using the JSON1 format.

6.2.6.1. Formal Description

In the following paragraphs, basic terms and definitions are introduced which are nec-
essary to describe the steps performed to map the applications to the given network.

1JavaScript Object Notation is a lightweight data-interchange format and here employed to provide a
description of the service interfaces to external applications.
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Representation of a Network Graph

Definition: A network graph represents the communication network of the consid-
ered system and is basically described by the tuple (N,E) where N are the network
nodes and E are communication links between network nodes. An edge e ∈ E

(ni, nj , w, channel) is defined by the connected nodes ni, nj , by the weight w of a link
and by the communication channel the edge is part of.

Representation of Node Reachability

The notion reachable(ni, nj) provides, if node ni can reach node nj and is defined in
the following paragraph:
sameChannel(ni, nj) = {∃c|c ∈ NetworkDescription : ni ∈ c.N ∧ nj ∈ c.N}

reachable(ni, nj) =


if sameChannel(ni, nj) 6= ∅, 1

if reachable(ni, nk) ∧ reachable(nk, nj), 1

if otherwise, 0

(6.7)

Based on Definition 6.7 for each node n ∈ NodeInstances a ReachabilitySetn

(n,Nodes) is calculated where n is the node and Nodes is the set of nodes which
are reachable from node n. The same technique is used to calculate a path(ni, nj)

which in this context is a sequence of channels interconnecting a sequence of nodes
where the sequence starts at node nj and ends at node nj .

Network =
⋃

n∈NodeInstances

ReachabilitySetn

ReachabilitySetn : (n,Nodes)

n ∈ NodeInstances

Nodes =
⋃

nj∈NodeInstances

reachable(n, nj) = 1

(6.8)

Representation of a Routing Graph

Definition: A routing graph represents the data channels between services on one or on
different nodes and is also described by (N,E) where the edges E (ni, nj , w) represent
the interconnection of two nodes ni, nj ∈ N and the wiring w under inspection.
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Representation of the Forwarding Rule Set

Based on the information stored in the routing graph and in the network graph, a
rule set R (n,w, nh, channel) for package forwarding is created for each node and each
wiring passing a given node.

RuleSet = NetworkPathCalculation(NetworkDescription,ApplicationDescription)

(6.9)
The forwarding rule here consists of the node n under inspection, the wiringw, the next
node nh to forward the data to and of the communication channel channel to use.

6.2.6.2. Network Path Calculation

To generate a network configuration based on the input information specified by the
user, different approaches are possible depending on the quality requirements on the
results. For a best effort system, the reachability of two interconnected services needs
to be given. For these systems, a solution outlined in paragraph 6.2.6.3 is sufficient, but
as soon as QoS requirements need to be fulfilled, more sophisticated calculations need
to be performed as outlined in paragraph 6.2.6.4. The basic idea is always aligned to
the following approach where based on the applications (services and their wiring) and
the network information a rule setR for data forwarding is generated. This rule set also
influences the code generation performed for the core components of the middleware
presented in Section 5.4, especially the network service.

6.2.6.3. Simple Network Path Calculation

For simple network configurations a fast result for a networking configuration is cal-
culated with low effort by only taking the reachability information into account. This
routing rule set generation is performed within the the same process step where the
Network set is calculated. As first step a network graph (N,E) is derived from the
channel information specified in the NetworkDescription:
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N =
⋃

c∈NetworkDescription

{∀(n)|n ∈ c.N ∧ n /∈ N : n}

E =
⋃

c∈NetworkDescription

EdgesInChannel(c)

EdgesInChannel(c) : {∀(n1, n2)|n1 ∈ c.N ∧ n2 ∈ c.N ∧ n1 6= n2 : (n1, n2, weight(c), c)}

weight(c) =


if c.m = Ethernet_UDP, 1

if c.m = RS232, 2

if c.m = ZigBee, 3

(6.10)

By adjusting the weight function, different communication technologies can be pre-
ferred. The simplest case here is to set the weight equally to 1 for all communication
media. Using the Floyd-Warshall [CLRS09] algorithm, the shortest path between all
nodes is calculated as follows:

D = d
(k)
ij

d
(k)
ij =

if k = 0, weightij

if k > 0, min(d
(k−1)
ij , d

(k−1)
ik + d

(k−1)
kj )

weightij = min(e.weight), e ∈ E ∧ e.ni = ni ∧ e.nj = nj

k : is an intermediate vertex of path p : ni →p1 nk →p2 nj

(6.11)

The matrix D represents the shortest path weights and is used to construct the prede-
cessor matrix π accordig to [CLRS09].

Based on this matrix π, the next network hop can be easily derived. The distances
and next hop information are stored during this calculation in the Distances set
(n, nj , nh, d, channel), where n is the inspected node, nj is the destination node, nh is
the next hop, d the number of hops to the destination and channel the communication
channel to use. This information is queried as follows:
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nextHop(n, nj) = {d|d ∈ Distances ∧ d.n = n ∧ d.nj = nj ∧ d.d 6=∞ : d.nh}

hopCount(n, nj) = {d|d ∈ Distances ∧ d.n = n ∧ d.nj = nj : n.d}
(6.12)

In this context, the function nextHop(n, nj) returns the next hop (node) on the path
from node n to node nj . hopCount(n, nj) provides the number of remaining hops to
node nj .

Distances =
⋃

n∈NodeInstances

(n, nj , nh, d, channel)

n ∈ NodeInstances

nj ∈ NodeInstances

nh =

if reachable(n, nj) 6= 0, nextHop(n, nj)

if otherwise, 0

d =

if reachable(n, nj) 6= 0, hopCount(n, nj)

if otherwise, 0

channel =

if reachable(n, nj) 6= 0, nextHopc(n, nj)

if otherwise, 0

(6.13)

A simple example of an application consisting of a network, several services and
their interconnection is given in Figure 6.5. The network consists of five nodes
with the following physical edges: E = {(1, 2), (3, 2), (2, 4), (2, 4)′, (4, 5)}. To these
nodes, six services are deployed with the following wirings represented by the blue
lines in the Figure (ports are not depicted for a compact representation): W =

{(S1, S2), (S3, S2), (S2, S4), (S3, S4), (S5, S4), (S4, S6)}. Based on this input data and
the locations of the services, one feasible data communication path is calculated and
represented in the Figure by the red lines. The result of this calculation is then trans-
formed into the rule set for each node to forward data accordingly.
For node 4 the forwarding rule is (4, (S4, S6), 5, (4, 5)) which states that on node 4, the
data received for wiring (S4, S6) needs to be forwarded to node 5 using the commu-
nication channel (4, 5). This representation is a basic compromise which allows con-
figuring static distributed communication systems agnostic of the QoS requirements
and so forms a foundation layer even for more complex network QoS calculations as
discussed in the next paragraph.
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Figure 6.5.: Simple Network Routing Example: Network consisting of five nodes hous-
ing six services with their logical (blue) data paths. The physical data paths
are represented by the red edges where the dashed red edge identifies an
alternative solution for the edge between node 2 and node 4 . The network
interconnections are represented by the black edges between the nodes.

6.2.6.4. Complex Network Path Calculation

Taking into account network deployments, where time critical applications are exe-
cuted or where reliable (in the sense of bandwidth and packet loss probability) com-
munication is required, further aspects of a communication channel need to be exam-
ined. The basic work to formally describe communication goes back to Shannon et
al. [Sha01]. By adding constraints to the communication / route planning algorithms,
the calculation of the data paths can be seen as a classical network optimization prob-
lem where already many different solutions and protocols exist for real-time communi-
cation in multihop networks [KSF94]. Also taking into account distinct QoS parameters
even in wireless network as proposed by e.g., Felemban et al. [FLE06] has already been
done.

The results of these calculations always are network graphs where communication
paths are aligned to nodes and their links considering the QoS parameters of the links
and the wirings. The result is then mapped to a rule set for each node as discussed
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for the case of simple network paths and so a basis for the initial network and system
configuration is provided.

6.2.7. Step 5: Validation of the Model before Code Generation

Before the code generation is done an additional validation step can be performed
where resource allocation, interconnections, and QoS parameters are checked. This is
also the step, where additional tools and verification steps can be plugged in to check
or prove the feasibility of a deployment.

validSystemConfiguration =∀n ∈ NodeInstances : validDeployment(n) ∧

∀w ∈Wirings : validWiring(w) ∧

∀c ∈ Channels : sufficientBandwidth(c)

(6.14)

A subset of the checks is discussed in more detail the next paragraphs:

All Nodes Can Execute their Assigned Services

The first check is used to assure, that the assigned services can be executed on the se-
lected nodes. This is validated by the validDeployment function checking the resource
parameters Flash, sRAM, EEPROM and the validation of the schedule based on the
worst case execution time budgets.

validDeployment(n) = validF lash(n) ∧

validSRAM(n) ∧

validEEPROM(n) ∧

validSchedule(n)

(6.15)

Each of these validation criteria must be satisfied for a valid system configuration. The
criteria validF lash is presented in the following paragraph as an example.

∀n ∈ NodeInstances : validF lash(n) (6.16)

Where validF lash(n) is defined as follows:
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validFalsh(n) = (
∑

si∈serviceInstances|si.sl=n

flashRequirement(si)) < n.t.f (6.17)

flashRequirement(si) = (sd ∈ ServiceDescription|si.s = sd) ∧

(flash ∈ sd.SFLASH|flash.t = si.sl.t ∧

flash.os = si.sl.os ∧

flash.pl = si.sl.pl) :

flash.sFLASH

(6.18)

All Wirings Valid: Services Reach Each Other

As wirings represent the logical link between services, the first property to check is
whether the wired services and the nodes housing them are directly or indirectly con-
nected via network:

∀w ∈Wirings : validWiring(w) (6.19)

Where validWiring(w) is defined as follows:

validWiring(w) : reachable(w.inputService.sl, w.outputService.sl) ∧

signatureEqual(w.inputPort, w.outputPort)
(6.20)

Beside the pure reachability, matching service signatures need also to be assured. This
check is performed by the signatureEqual rule.

Network Bandwidth Sufficient

The third property which needs to be checked prior to deployment is, if the network
bandwidth is sufficient for the transferred data. To check this property each rule set
R ∈ RuleSet has to be inspected for each channel c and each wiring w, to assure,
that the required network bandwidth of a channel c is sufficient for all wirings using
this channel. In the implementation provided within this thesis, this property is not
validated.
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6.2.7.1. Implementation

The validation rules described are implemented using the Check language. Experience
during development and use of the tool showed, that it is very useful to do a final check
on a set of selected key parameters before code generation, although the input of the
transformations are already checked. This second validation step helps to decrease the
time required to localize errors probably only becoming clearly visible after the code
generation or errors produced by the code generator which otherwise would only ap-
pear at compile or deployment time. Here the same strategy of testing is recommended
as suggested in paragraph 6.2.3.

6.3. Automated Service Placement

In contrast to a completely manual configured deployment it also can be desired to
calculate the placement of the services automatically during the deployment after the
services requiring direct hardware acces (basic services) have been placed by the user.
When considering complex systems, services requiring direct hardware access have
shown during the last years to be quite few in comparison to the number of services
without direct hardware access.
This directly leads to the idea to optimize the placement of all these independent
services to e.g., minimize the expensive network bandwidth in (wireless) sensor net-
works or to maximize node lifetime by distributing the services over as many nodes as
possible [SSB+09].
With increasing number of nodes, the manual deployment gets time consuming as well
as quite complex, and so users do not want to take care of each and every service and
it’s placement as long as it does not reduce overall system performance. This is exactly
the case, where an automated mechanism for service placement should be employed.

6.3.1. Preparations for Service Placement

To automatically place services on nodes requires on the one hand a description of
the services to be placed and on the other hand a description of the network and the
nodes on which the services should be placed. This information can be gathered from
the the system specification and models introduced in the past sections. Based on the
provided information, a suitable representation for the service placement framework is
calculated.
For the network, a graph interconnecting all nodes and all communication channels
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Figure 6.6.: Service Placement: Abstract Network View [Kul11]

Figure 6.7.: Service Placement: Chain of Services [Kul11]

is calculated as depicted in Figure 6.6. In case of a wireless network using the same
frequency or channel, all nodes are directly connected to all other nodes.

An application described in the application model is reduced to the logical chain of
services (see Figure 6.7). As in most deployments, not all services are related to each
other and so distinct applications can be extracted form the service chains. These chains
form the basis to calculate the service placement calculation.

Depending of the optimization goal, different placement algorithms can be suitable to
generate a service placements. In general, an optimization goal needs to be defined
based on different evaluation metrics. In the following paragraph, different evaluation
metrics are discussed.
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6.3.2. Placement Metrics

A prerequisite to calculate service placements are metrics. They are used to evaluate a
given service placement based on given criteria and allow comparing different place-
ments. The information to calculate these metrics must be provided to the optimization
framework before placement calculation. In best case, all this information is already
available in the models used as a basis for the application assembly. Alternatively, this
information can be made available inside the optimization framework and linked to
the model elements during the preparation phase of the optimization. In the following
paragraphs, some evaluation metrics for the service placements are presented.

Hop Count

A very simple metrics is the hop count. It represents the number of hops a data set
needs to be transferred to execute an application. Without taking into account differ-
ent cost functions for network communication, the hop count can be used to reduce
network communication.

Memory Utilization

For the metrics RAM utilization, the consumed RAM of the service(s) allocated to a
node is considered. Depending on the concrete optimization goal, the average or min.
/ max. allocation can be taken into account. Due to the fact, that all services have to
allocate their memory statically (or at least during initialization), this metrics can be
easily determine with low tooling effort.

CPU Utilization

In contrast to the RAM utilization, the CPU utilization can only be determined using
complex tooling or by WCET estimation. In addition, even if the sum of the required
CPU resources could in principle be provided by a node, the time of the execution
could bring the system into an overload if all resources are requested at the same time.
To simplify the use of this metrics, the CPU resources are over-estimated and a timely
execution is assumed in this thesis.
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Data Volume

A refinement of the hop count metrics is the data volume metrics. Here, the data con-
sumed and provided by a service is accounted to the network links the data needs to be
transmitted. As a result (if taken as an optimization criteria), services interconnected
with high bandwidth requirements are allocated on nodes close by or (preferably) on a
single node.

Link Utilization

An additional refinement to the hop count and the data volume is the link utilization.
Based on the data volume accounted to a link and the overall bandwidth of the physical
connection, the link utilization is calculated by dividing the data volume by the overall
bandwidth. This factor provides the information of the link utilization and, in case
it is greater than one, that the link is overloaded and the calculated placement is not
feasible. In order to avoid networking problems in event triggered wireless networks
an utilization much below 50% should be targeted.

Combined Metrics

In order to optimize against a combination of these criteria, the qualityQ of a placement
can be calculated by combining each single metrics with a custom weight.

Q =

x=n∑
x=0

(wx ∗Mx);

x=n∑
x=0

wx = 1

(6.21)

Depending on the weight, the importance of the metrics for the overall placement qual-
ity can be specified.

6.3.3. Placement Algorithms

A detailed discussion of suitable algorithms and their performance was already pub-
lished by Scholz et al. [SSB+10]. In this paragraph, only the basic ideas of the different
appraoches and the results are summarized.
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The task of the algorithms presented in the following paragraph is to determine an opti-
mal placement, i.e., a placement with as little costs as possible, based on a user supplied
weighting function for the metrics presented in the previous section and information
about the hardware characteristics and the application requirements. The optimization
problem of distributing services to nodes can be efficiently mapped to the bin packing
problem. The task is to distribute n services with resource demands d1 . . . dn tom nodes
with resource capacities c1 . . . cm in a way that avoids overload situations. The problem
is therefore NP hard. For small networks (< 10 nodes) and a small number of services
(< 20 services), a solution based on a simple enumeration of all possible combinations
is possible.

For larger problem instances, heuristic solutions have to be applied. In the follow-
ing three optimization algorithms will be presented: an approach based on ant colony
optimization, an approach based on simulated annealing, and an approach based on
genetic programming.

6.3.3.1. Ant Colony Optimization

It is very difficult to apply the ant colony optimization [Dor06] algorithm to the prob-
lem of mapping services to nodes. The reason for this is that the service placement
problem exhibits no optimal substructure in many cases. If one service is assigned to
a node, this decision may influences other service assignments, because the assigned
service will increase the resource utilization on the node and the used communication
links. As a consequence, adding a single new service to an optimal placement may
require a massive reorganization of the already assigned services in order to meet all
resource constraints. Mapped to the ant colony optimization algorithm this leads to
the following problem: even if a fairly good “path”, i.e., a placement with low costs, is
found for a subset of services, this information can not be re-used in subsequent runs.
The assignment of other services can change the resource utilization on the nodes used
in this subset and therefore render the solution invalid.

6.3.3.2. Simulated Annealing

The simulated annealing [VLA87] based solution is intended to be used on a central
management node in the network that possesses global knowledge about the network
topology, hardware characteristics and service requirements. This requirement is per-
fectly aligned with inteded use as part of the system development tool as there all
information about nodes, services, and network are available.

The algorithm aims at finding a global solution to the optimization problem, i.e., it will
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move already placed services in the network if a new application should be installed
and requires already occupied resources. These reorganizations come at a cost, because
services have to be migrated between nodes and the corresponding applications will
cease to work during the migration process. To provide a good trade-off between the
migration costs and the long time savings of a new placement, the algorithm creates a
list of placements containing different levels of reorganization, which can be used by
the user to select an appropriate placement. This is done by running the placement
optimization multiple times with different restrictions for the placement of services,
e.g., restricting all installed services to the node they are executed on will result in a
scenario with no reorganization.

6.3.3.3. Genetic Programming

Results show, that genetic programming [Koz92] seems to be the most suitable strategy.
As mutation function the neighborhood function already used in the simulated anneal-
ing approach is employed, i.e., to mutate a genome one service is moved to a randomly
chosen new node. If elitist selection is applied, i.e., the currently best genome is always
preserved in the gene pool, genetic programming is capable of finding the optimal so-
lution even if there are a lot of sub-optimal solutions with small cost differences.

6.3.3.4. Related Work

Regarding related work with respect to optimal placement of services/aggregators
most work deals with sensor networks that perform monitoring tasks [MFHH05, YG02,
PLS+06, Bon03]. In such systems, applications/queries can be organized in a tree-like
structure. In contrast to this related work, the solution presented in this thesis targets
sensor actuator networks with its special needs. It allows optimizing applications that
are not centered around a dedicated sink node and it allows a global optimization of
embedded networks that takes into account interferences between multiple simultane-
ously executed applications.

6.3.3.5. Results

As the topic service placement is no direct contribution to this thesis, a detailed evalu-
ation of the topic will not be discussed in this section. The quantitative results and the
evaluation of the different approaches are already published by Scholz [Sch11]. The
qualitative result concerning this thesis is, that the service placement can be employed
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Figure 6.8.: Service Placement: Service and Node View

to automatically calculate an application configuration for a given set of nodes, ser-
vices, wirings, and network connections.

6.3.4. Integration of Placement Results into the Models

After a service placement is successfully calculated, the result can be visualized as de-
picted in Figure 6.8 where each node is a service, the edge between services is a com-
munication relationship and the greenish area represents a computation node. In the
depicted example, each node houses more than one service, which reduces the overall
network utilization. The results of the placement can be integrated into the production
model during the model transformation phase. Potential inconsistencies and resource-
constraint violations are detected in the model validation step performed in step five
of the deployment process and detailed in Section 6.2.7.

From the outside view, the placement step is transparent for all other transformation
steps; there is no difference whether the placement is gnerated by the user or by the
development tool. After the validation of the generated setting, the production model
is employed for the code generation discussed in the next section.
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6.4. Code Generation and Tooling

Using models to gain a better understanding of the system under development is a
well-established approach. They help to refine and understand a specification and can
also be used to verify that the modeled system is feasible based on certain assumptions.
The next step to increase the use of a model is to employ it to generate source code
without additional user interaction. The code generation can be considered as a further
transformation step in the context of model transformations, where the target is no
model but source code for a programming language. This transformation is then called
model-to-text (M2T) instead of M2M transformation [ONG+05].

In this section, the requirements on the code generation process will be discussed and
different types of code generation frameworks will be presented. The different ap-
proaches will be discussed and the approach selected for the implementation in this
thesis will be presented. This is followed by a short overview of the development tool
and its features, which have already being discussed in the past sections.

6.4.1. Code Generation Requirements

As already elaborated in Section 4.2 one requirement of code generation is extendabil-
ity. As code generation or M2T is a fundamental part of the OMG MDA [MM03], there
was already a lot of work done raising requirements for this task as stated in [ONA04]
and [Gro07]. The six basic properties of a code generation language considered in this
thesis are the following:

Structuring

A code generator needs to implement mechanisms which allow modularizing the code
generation modules to reduce complexity and to increase maintainability. This is espe-
cially important as soon as more than one generation target needs to be handled.

Control Mechanisms

In order to use different modules and handle different aspects of a model or a platform,
control flow mechanisms like branches (if and loop) are required to allow a flexible and
maintainable backend implementation.
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Mix of Tool Code and Output Text

In order to conveniently use the code generation language to describe the output data,
it is useful to be able to mix the generator statements into the output text as well as to
directly call service functions within the template. A code generation framework needs
to provide this capability to allow a fast and easy development and maintenance of the
code generators.

Services Methods

Implementing M2T transformation implies handling data structures like strings or
complex data types. In order to allow convenient handling of these data structures,
according service methods like string concatenation, transformation to lower or upper
case and comparison methods are necessary. For efficient development, these methods
should be seamlessly integrated into the code generator framework.

Ease of Use

To provide all the functionality derived from the requirements, a transformation / code
generation language is a feasible way to implement these methods. In order to guar-
antee that the language is easy to use and easy to learn, it should be employed like
well-known languages and behave as expected and known from other tools.

Expressiveness

In order to provide all the desired functions without employing external plugins writ-
ten in a different language, the language needs to provide enough expressiveness to
formulate the tasks. The expressiveness always is a tradeoff between flexibility, ease of
use and the demands of the user.

6.4.2. Code Generation Techniques

As code generation is the direct implication of fully using model-driven approaches,
there are many different implementations as MOF2Text [Gro07], MOFScript [Old06,
Old06], Jamda [Boo], Velocity [SvVB02], XTEND [Effb], and TCS [JBK06], all targeting
different aspects. All of them have certain advantages or disadvantages in respect to the
targeted application. To give a short overview, a selection is discussed in the following
paragraph based on the employed approach.
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6.4.2.1. Visitor-based Approach

A very simple approach to generate code out of a model is the visitor mechanism.
In this approach, an internal representation of the model is traversed by a visi-
tor [VHJG95] collecting all the information required for code generation. This visitor is
also the source for the generated code, which is written to files while or after the model
traversing. A tool implementing this approach is the Jamda [Boo] framework. It pro-
vides an application programming interface (API) to manipulate the model and uses
so called CodeWriters to traverse the model for code generation. Using this approach
(based on an already available tool or by implementing the model by hand) provides a
simple way for doing code generation. The main drawback here is that all the genera-
tion logic, the traversal und even the output needs to be implemented by hand and so
needs to be changed as soon as the model or the desired output changes.

6.4.2.2. Pattern Substitution-based Generation

In contrast to the visitor-based approach, the pattern substitution based approach al-
ready provides the framework to traverse the model and collect all information re-
quired for code generation. The actual code generation is here done by replacing pre-
known and pre-defined key words by model elements using pattern matching. An
implementation of a pattern substitution-based program transformation is described
by Visser [Vis04]. This approach is in general quite simple to setup and easy to debug,
but has one major drawback, its limited flexibility. As soon as more complex informa-
tion needs to be gathered or as soon as the code generation cannot be limited to simply
replacing key words, this approach is not suitable anymore.

6.4.2.3. Template-based Code Generation

A consistent enhancement to the pattern substitution-based approach is the template-
based [BFVY96] approach. In this approach, a template is provided by the user which
is then filled by the code generator. Depending on the complexity of the template, the
approach can be as simple as a pattern substitution-based generation, but also much
more flexible and complex. There are many different implementations available using
this pattern. One implementation of this approach is the Velocity [SvVB02], another one
is the XTEND language [Effb]. This is also the code generation technique employed in
this thesis to enable SensorLab to generate application and configuration code.
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6.4.2.4. Textual Concrete Syntax

The Textual Concrete Syntax (TCS) [JBK06] is a DSL to bridge the gap between models
and text. Based on the specification written in TCS, a link between a meta-model and
a set of keywords and symbols is given which provides the relation between models
and a grammar. Based on this specification, text can be generated from models and
vice versa. Although the way back from the text to the model can be a great benefit
if needed, it requires a tight coupling between the meta-model and the generated text
to allow a distinct mapping between both. When only focusing on the model-to-text
transformation, this can become a restriction for the code generation by introducing a
tighter coupling then necessary.

6.4.3. Code Generator in SensorLab

To implement the code generator for this thesis, a template-based [BFVY96] approach
is employed. The XTEND language [Effb] satisfies the requirements stated in para-
graph 6.4.1. It allows a good structure by modularization, implements control flow by
statements like foreach and conditional branches like if. There are built in methods for
string handling as well as doing calculations. Statements of the code generator can be
written next to code templates and variables to guarantee a good ease of use. The re-
quired expressiveness of the language is sufficient to implement the code generation of
SensorLab. However, complex transformations and pre-processing of model data was
mostly done inside one of the model transformation steps elaborated in Section 6.2 to
keep a clear separation between model-to-model and model-to-text transformations.
The template-based approach offers not only the possibility to adjust some parameters
of the template for a generation run, but also to generate strongly application depen-
dent components of the middleware like a routing table of the broker.
Templates can be used to solve certain aspects of the run-time system or to combine
the results of different templates to form the middleware. Most templates are plat-
form dependent in the sense that they offer a solution only for a certain combination of
hardware and operating system.

As already mentioned, developing a code generator from scratch does not make sense,
as it is time consuming and complex depending on the functionality required so an
off-the-shelf framework was used for the code generator in SensorLab called openAr-
chitectureWare2 [VSK05]. openArchitectureWare provides for these problems a special
template language, call XPand. XPand offers the statements DEFINE to declare a new
code generation function and EXPAND to call other generation functions during the

2http://www.openarchitectureware.org/
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¿FOREACH app.componentInstance AS ciÀ¿IF ci.node==nÀ
  Main.StdControl ->¿ci.nameÀC.StdControl;

  BrokerC.¿ci.nameÀ ->¿ci.nameÀC;

¿ENDIF-À
¿ENDFOREACH-À

(a) Code Template using XTEND Language

  Main.StdControl ->OnOffLEDC.StdControl;
  BrokerC.OnOffLED ->OnOffLEDC;

  Main.StdControl ->LightClapServiceC.StdControl;
  BrokerC.LightClapService ->LightClapServiceC;

  Main.StdControl ->SoundSensorC.StdControl;
  BrokerC.SoundSensor ->SoundSensorC;

(b) Code Generated from Template

Figure 6.9.: Code Generation: From Template to Code

code generation. openArchitectureWare also allows polymorphism as one element to
select adequate templates.
To specify the control flow of the code generation, the commands FOR/FOREACH and
IF/ELSE can be used. The FOREACH statement is used to generate code for each ob-
ject of a certain type that is declared within the model. Finally, the commands FILE and
ENDFILE allow the management of the generated files. The code generation process is
then rather simple. The adaptation of the templates to the model is performed using a
technique similar to preprocessor macros. Text sequences between the different XPand
commands are directly copied to the generated files and variables allow the access to
objects and their attributes.
Figure 6.9(a) shows a simple template that illustrates the basic concept. The template
realizes the generation of links between the components on one node and its broker in
TinyOS 1.x. The required information can be retrieved from the model. The generated
code is depicted in Figure 6.9(b).

6.4.4. Development Tool: SensorLab

The SensorLab development tool depicted in Figure 6.10 integrates the development
process as well as the models and transformations discussed in this chapter. It is used
to generate a run-time system based on the environment and applications specified in
the models and based on the service oriented middleware presented in Chapter 5.

In the central pane of Figure 6.10, all wirings (interconnections between services) for
the eSOA demonstrator are shown. On the right pane the service repository is depicted
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Figure 6.10.: SensorLab Development Tool - Main View

with the NodeManagement service in focus showing the input and output ports. On
the left pane, the tree structure housing the meta-models, models, templates, and
workflow files is shown.

The development tool is based on Eclipse and uses the Eclipse Modeling Framework
(EMF) [SBMP08] for the modeling part. The development workflow is implemented us-
ing the open architectureware framework and executed using ANT [HLRV03] scripts.
The output of the code generation is a structured folder tree housing static as well
as generated files e.g., for the TinyOS software platform. Using the ANT scripts, the
source code is copied to build folder and then compiled for the target platform. If
the nodes are directly connected to the development workstation, the images can be
flashed to the respective node identified by its unique node ID provided by the manu-
facturer.
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6.5. Summary and Contribution

In this section, the presented approach and the developed tool will be evaluated based
on the key requirements presented at the beginning of this chapter. For this purpose,
the requirements will be discussed one by one in the context of the presented approach.
The result of this evaluation is then summarized and the contributions are pointed
out.

6.5.1. Realization of the Key Requirements

As already mentioned in Section 4.2 the approach elaborated in this thesis is based on
few key requirements targeting model-driven development. The realization of these
requirements by the presented development process will be discussed in the following
paragraphs.

Extendable Models

The first requirements is that (meta-)models need to be extendable to target new or
changed applications. In contrast to well-established tools like MatLab / Simulink
where the meta-model can be generic and hence static considering the supported
(mathematical) operators, deployments for embedded systems can not be tailored
based on a generic view of the system. This leads to the necessity of specialized meta-
models to describe the concrete hardware. As all hardware variants can not be knows
during design-time of the development tool, the (meta-)models need to be extendable.
This requirement is satisfied as the meta-models can be easily extended by new ele-
ments. As long as the new elements do not require a change of the production model,
the changes only affect the transformation and the aspect model representing the ele-
ment in question. As soon as the changes are system wide, the aspect model as well as
the transformation, the production model and the code generation need to be adapted.
Although these changes have system wide effects, many of these changes can be ap-
plied using suitable tooling as proposed by Kainz et al. [KBK12, KBK11].

Extendable Code Generation

As a consequence of extendable models and changing generation targets, the code gen-
eration also needs to be extendable. This requirements is satisfied by using the off-the-
shelf code generator based on the EXPAND language which allows a simple extension
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of already developed templates as well as a simple addition of new templates if com-
pletely new targets need to be targeted.

Separation of Concerns

The next requirement is also somehow related to the flexibility and maintainability
claimed by the first requirements. The separation of concerns is realized using the
different aspect models representing the different aspects of the system. As the com-
bination of these aspects into a single representation is done automatically, additional
aspect models can be easily added to the development tool without changing the al-
ready available aspect models.

Models Need to Allow Precise Definition of Application

As the main goal of the models is to be the basis for code generation, they need to
be precise enough to represent the desired system behavior. As the tool developed
within this thesis does only focus on a certain application domain and does not focus
on the generation of application code (which can be easily provided using e.g., MatLab
/ Simulink), the models are precise enough to describe the system under development.
This constraint to extra-functional properties and a dedicated application domain re-
duces complexity in comparison to the broad OMG MDA approach.

Validation of Model Input

The validation of the models prior to code generation is one key benefit of the model-
driven development approach. This is implemented using CHECK rules during the
development process. In addition, formal methods can be easily applied during the
model transformation phase using external tools.

The result of the evaluation of the presented development process and tool in respect to
the key requirements is, that they are all satisfied which confirms, that the approach is
suitable for developing networked embedded systems. In addition, due to the flexibil-
ity of the presented approach, it can be easily extended to add additional functionality
or off-the-shelf tools. One very useful extension would be the addition of a generator
for the copy operations within the model transformation to increase maintainability as
stated by Kainz et al. [KBK12].
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6.5.2. Contributions

In this chapter, a model-driven development process for networked embedded sys-
tems was presented, supporting the separation of concerns for different user groups
namely the Platform Specialist, the Domain Experts and the End-Users / Installers.
The development process was elaborated in detail including the required models, the
transformations and the template-based code generation. In addition, an example ap-
plication (service placement) was presented to show, how the model transformation
can be extended by external tools. Beside the functional description, a short overview
of the development tool and the employed technologies was given. The suitability of
the process in respect to the key requirements on a model-driven development process
for networked embedded systems was shown at the end of this chapter.
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Due to decreasing cost for hardware and increasing processing power formerly simple
sensing and actuating devices are becoming "smart" and interconnected. They form
networked embedded systems and present the developer with a variety of challegnes.
This is the area of research where this thesis contributes by lowering the complex-
ity for developing and deploying new networked embedded systems by employing
model-driven design and development techniques including extensive code genera-
tion. The focus of this work is mostly in the home automation as well as in the process
monitoring domain where two demonstrators have been build to show the feasibility
of the elaborated approach.

7.1. Summary of Contributions

The contributions of this thesis are threefold. First, an adapted service oriented archi-
tecture (eSOA) suitable for resource constraint networked embedded systems is elab-
orated. To provide an execution environment for eSOA with its services, a tailorable
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middleware is defined and elaborated. These efforts to lower the complexity of devel-
oping networked embedded systems are brought together by a development process
and a suitable model-driven development tool, SensorLab. SensorLab finally employs
code generation to provide the user with the source code and the configuration of the
system under consideration.

Adapted SOA for Embedded

The first step to lower the burden for new deployments is to increase reuse of available
components by introducing a clear separation between application and infrastructure
code as well as by introducing well-defined interfaces to interact with applications. To
master this challenge, the first contribution of this thesis is the employment of a em-
bedded service oriented architecture (eSOA) by mapping the basic principles of SOA
to the embedded domain and by providing a set of adaptions to tailor services for the
use in resource constraint networked embedded systems.

Modular and Tailorable Middleware

As a consequence of using services only housing application logic, a middleware or
run-time system is required to provide the services with the necessary infrastructure
to interact and communicate. The goal of making the middleware resource efficient
and at the same time tailorable for each application is the second contribution of this
thesis. This is achieved by providing a modular selection and move the tailoring and
configuration effort into a model-driven development tool.

Model-Driven Development Process and Code Generation

The third and final step of reducing the complexity of developing networked embed-
ded systems is to raise the level of abstraction by introducing a (graphical) develop-
ment tool. Key factor here is, that the developer groups involved in engineering these
systems are sufficiently represented. In the work done in this thesis, three different
groups involved in the development process are considered. These groups are the
Platform Specialist providing the infrastructure as well as the tool support, the Domain
Experts providing the application code and the End-Users / Installers assembling the
applications. This separation of concerns is especially visible in the models forming
the foundation for the deployment validation as well as for the code generation.
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7.2. Prove of Applicability

The three contributions of this thesis summarized in the last paragraphs provide the
foundation for the application of the concepts in practice. Therefor the implementation
of the concepts are available as SensorLab development tool. This tool was employed
to assemble the following demonstration scenarios.

The feasibility of this approach was shown using two different demonstrators, one for
the home automation domain controlling a smart, energy-aware home and one for the
process monitoring domain tracking a selection of parameters of the production plant.
For both show cases, the application on the embedded networked nodes was specified
and assembled using the SensorLab tool developed as part of this thesis. Thereby, it was
also shown by applying the approach to different domains and applications scenarios,
that the presented approach is not restricted to a single example application nor to one
domain.

7.3. Outlook and Future Work

The approach developed and presented in this thesis showed its applicability for the
home automation and process monitoring domain. A consequent continuation of the
work is to elaborate on the applicability to additional application scenarios and do-
mains. One application scenario for future work are automotive information and com-
munication (ICT) architectures which are facing challenges due to their increasing com-
plexity [BBD+11].

7.3.1. Mapping of the Approach

In current research, centralized ICT architectures [SCB+13] similar to avionics are con-
sidered to provide a solution for the increasing complexity. These centralized architec-
tures present a problem space similar to the work done in this thesis. A system consists
of a number of computing nodes forming the centralized platform, of a number of de-
vices providing access to sensors, and actuators and of software modules (services)
which can be arbitrarily placed on the centralized platform depending on the safety
goals. The mapping of the three contributions of this thesis to automotive ICT architec-
tures could be as follows.
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Services for Embedded Devices

The major advantage of using services instead of application functionality interwoven
with run-time system code is obvious. A clear separation of concerns and reuse of ap-
plication code. This can directly be mapped to future automotive architectures, where
a standardized, safety-aware run-time system is provided as a execution environment
for the applications. Similar to the embedded services described in this thesis, an ap-
plication component only provides the implementation of a domain specific task like
steering or adaptive cruise control and allows the developers to focus on their domain
and expertise.

Tailorable and Modular Middleware and Run-time System

To allow the application developers to focus on their expertise in providing the appli-
cation logic, a suitable and easy to interact run-time system needs to be available. A
transfer of the results of this thesis can be an increased applicability of the automotive
run-time system by using a code generator to tailor the system. The generator-driven
tailoring could be applied to the configuration by automatically deriving an appropri-
ate selection of software modules to assemble the run-time system as well as to tailor
selected components for a specific deployment. Both leads to a reduction of complexity
and an increase of development speed.

Tooling and Development Process

The major goal to continue the work done in this thesis by transferring the results to the
development of automotive run-time systems is to enhance the methodology and the
system specification by the means of safety and redundancy. The tooling can then be
employed to generate placements of application software modules regarding resource
utilization and safety requirements. The models and the derived information can also
be employed to assemble and configure the run-time system for a specific hardware
platform or deployment.

7.3.2. Summary

The applicability of the approach elaborated within this thesis has already been shown
using two demonstrators. The transfer and the mapping of the three key parts of the
approach to an additional domain (automotive) can be done as elaborated in this sec-
tion.
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The major benefit of mapping the model-driven approach, especially the tooling sup-
port to future automotive run-time systems can be a significant reduction of complex-
ity. A obvious task for future work is to investigate the precise requirements for future
automotive run-time systems and derive the necessary extensions of the system specifi-
cation. Employing the automotive industry with its scale effect of mass production and
cost reduction can then be used as a stepping stone for other domains where electronics
are now considered as to expensive. Additionally, the integration of formal methods to
support the validation and qualification (in safety means) of the system is an interesting
point for future research.
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APPENDIX A

System Meta-Models and Models

A.1. Hardware Meta-Model

The hardware meta-model depicted in Figure A.1 is one of the basic models of the
developed system. It is used to describe the involved hardware classes. Based on this
meta-model, a hardware-model is be instantiated to describe the involved device types
for a specific setting. In case, additional information is needed, the meta-model and so
also the model can be easily extended.

The structure of this meta-model is described in the following paragraphs:

Hardware Description

The hardware is described using a Hardware Description class, which itself consists of
Nodes. This class is used as a container for the remaining parts of the meta-model.

Nodes

The nodes described in this meta-model are no real instances, they represent the dif-
ferent types of nodes, which are characterized using several attributes like RAM and
ROM for the available RAM and ROM. To make the nodes networked embedded sys-
tems, all of them have at least one communication interface which is represented by the
Communication Medium class.
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Figure A.1.: SensorLab Hardware Meta Model

Communication Medium

The communication medium describes communication between at least two nodes. In
the initial version, communication using RS232, ZigBee, and Ethernet is supported.
This selection is represented by the type parameter. Based on the communication type
(or technique), reasonable parameters for the underlying communication medium can
be suggested. The most important characteristic is the throughput. Throughput is spec-
ified using an integer value and is later on used to check the feasibility of a configured
application in the sense of communication requirements.

Device

Many devices used in the embedded domain provide interfaces to extend their func-
tionality by additional hardware, which is probably not known form the beginning
of a design phase. Such interfaces are e.g. TWI [Sem00b], SPI [Sem00a] or a simple
UART [Osb80]. To connect devices attached using these interfaces, device drivers are
necessary to bring the functionality to the runtime environment. To model this case,
the Device class is used. It consists of a verbal description of the attached device (the
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Figure A.2.: SensorLab Service Meta Model

attribute type) and the attribute service, which represents a service implementing the
software functionality (device driver) of the device.

A.2. Service Meta-Model

The second meta-model required to describe an application, is the service meta-model
depicted in Figure A.2. It provides the basic structure of a service including the com-
munication interface. For advanced mechanisms like service placement and optimiza-
tion of the communication topology, additional characteristics e.g. required memory
and processing power can be stored in the service model. The basic meta-model is
discussed in the following paragraphs:
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Service Description

The service meta-model is based on a Service Description class, holding the information
about all available services and their description. It can be seen as a library of building
blocks. In this library, each service is described using several attributes, especially the
interfaces.

Service

The Service class consists of attributes for service name, for inputs, outputs and an ex-
tension point called specificServiceInstanceClassName to describe special services, where
e.g. service configuration parameters are already available in the model.

Ports

For communication, services use Ports. Ports can be inputs as well as outputs. They
describe the interface of a service. Each port consists of at least a name, the parameters
and their data type. So a port can be considered similar to the signature of a function.
In addition, a port has a port id. The port id (pid) can be set by the user during develop-
ment or is left blank. All unset port ids are configured by the development tool prior to
code generation. Based on the settings, the id alignment is done in a pre-defined range.
To assure a consistent configuration of port ids over several development cycles, the
assigned port id can be stored in the model and reused.

Parameter

The parameters of a port describe the signature in detail. Each parameter consists of
a name, the data-type and a representation. The distinction between representation
and data-type is necessary, to abstract from different platform and compiler settings.
During the development process, the user only specifies the representation and the
name of the parameter. Based on the selected configuration (platform, CPU, compiler),
the corresponding data-type of the target platform is added during the transformation
from the basic models to the production model. This step will be considered in detail
in Section 6.2.
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A.3. Network Meta-Model

The network meta-model provides the basic types and structures to describe the net-
working part of the networked embedded systems considered in this thesis. The in-
formation provided in this meta model is used to create a representation of a physical
network topology including the parameters relevant for service placement described in
Section 6.3 and sanity checks discussed in Section 6.3. The representation depicted in
Figure A.3 is quite simple, but can be used as a basis for further extensions. The content
of the meta-model is discussed in the following paragraphs:

Figure A.3.: SensorLab Network Meta Model

Network

The network class is a container housing all available Communication Channels. It is also
the point, where additional, non-channel dependent options and information can be
added for further extension like a Schedule for time triggered execution when using
a TDMA-based communication infrastructure. Information items of this kind can be
added during modeling time by the user or during a transformation step later in the
process.

Communication Channel

The communication channel represents a set of nodes, communicating with each other
on distinct channel. A communication channel is a virtual network associated to a
communication medium (e.g. ZigBee, Ethernet) and a physical network interface.
Each node has to be connected to at least one communication channel; the number
of communication channels themselves is not restricted as well as the number of par-
ticipating nodes. A node can participate in multiple communication channels with a
dedicated interface for each channel. Nodes being part of more than one communica-
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tion channel can act as gateways between communication channels. Using more than
one communication channel to connect nodes introduces redundancy and basically
enables fault tolerance.

To describe a communication channel in more detail, there are several additional pa-
rameters. To decide, if a communication channel implements encryption, there is the
encrypted attribute which provides a selection of implemented encryption algorithms.
Based on the physical communication medium a communication channel is using, at-
tributes like latency and reliability can be defined. Latency for example depends on the
medium access implemented by the communication medium and the overhead intro-
duced by the communication middleware. For a TDMA medium, a clear upper bound
for the communication latency can be given. The reliability is described using a per-
centage of possibly lost packets. Based on this information, the system configuration
can be derived in later steps of the development process as well as configuration and
reliability problems can be identified using suitable checks.

A.4. Application Meta-Model

The last meta-model involved in modeling an application scenario (form the users per-
spective) is the application meta-model. It is used to describe the application under
development. In contrast to the service and hardware model, the application model
represents real instances of involved devices and services, as the others only act as a
kind of repository to store information on supported hardware and available software
services.
The application meta-model consists of one major entry, the Application, which acts
as a container for the remaining description of a scenario. Basically the application
meta-model consists of three major parts, the Node Instance, the Service Instance and the
Wiring. These will be discussed in the following paragraphs:

Node Instance

A node instance represents a physically available node involved in the modeled appli-
cation. It is an instance of one piece of hardware described in the hardware meta-model.
This instance is identified using the name attribute to provide a human readable name
to a specific instance. The nodeType attribute is used to represent the link between an
instance and the corresponding type of a node. Further information like OS - (Operating
System) and Programming Language can be defined. Depending on the selected OS and
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Figure A.4.: SensorLab Application Meta Model

programming language, different code generators are employed. By using the addition-
alDevices attribute e.g. extension boards providing additional hardware interfaces or
storage can be modeled and so linked to the node. Finally, the NodeID attribute is used
to uniquely identify the node in the network. Depending on the application scenario,
the NodeID can be selected by the user or by the tool. All IDs which are left blank
are automatically set during the model transformation into the production model. The
mechanism here is the same as for the port id of a service (see paragraph A.2).

Service Instance

The second type of instance required to describe an application is the service instance.
Beside the name attribute providing the user an attribute to supply a speaking name
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for every instance of a service involved in an application, there is the service attribute
which represents the link from the service instance to the service described in the ser-
vice model. The node attribute, is used to specify on which node a service is executed
on. In principle, a service could be executed on any node in the network as long as
there is no hardware directly required by the service and if there is an implementation
available for a specific node. In this section, the placement of a service on a node is user
defined during modeling time and considered fixed for a deployment. In Section 6.3,
an automated service placement framework is discussed to simplify service placement
and to increase the service placement quality in the sense of bandwidth and node ca-
pacity use. Finally, the siid (service instance id) attribute is used to identify the service
instance at runtime. This identifier can, as well as the identifier for a node instance, be
left blank or set by the user. All unset values will be set by the development tool during
the model transformation.

Wiring

The element making a distributed application out of nodes and services represented
in their respective models is the Wiring. It represents the interconnection between ser-
vices via their ports, implementing logical data paths. To describe a data path, the most
important informations are the source and the destination of the data. This information
is represented by the outputService, output, inputService and input attributes. The (in-
put/output) services are used to identify the services which interact which each other.
The input and output attributes identify the interface they interact with each other.
Using this notation, the location of a service is not specified. As from application’s
perspective, only the data streams between different services are relevant to fulfill a
task, the location of the services is explicitly avoided in the specification of the wirings.
As a consequence, the wiring is static, even if services are moved to different nodes,
even into different subnets.

In Adition to these basic attributes required to establish the connection, there are two
additional attributes describing the data channel in more detail. The first is the en-
crypted attribute which is used to state if communication needs to be encrypted and
how or if the communication can be plain. Depending on this setting, the middleware
will take care of the encryption. This attribute can additionally be sued to optimize the
middleware by deciding, if e.g. encryption should be part of the middleware at all or
not. This decision can be made based on the configured wirings and system wide con-
figuration settings. The last attribute describing the data channel is QoS. This is used to
model different requirements like timing and reliability.
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A.5. Production Meta-Model

Based on the elements included in the meta-models discussed above, the Production
Meta-Model consists of a concatenation of these elements to increase usability for the
following transformations. To keep a maintainable and clear structure, the elements of
the already existing meta-models are stored as children of the production class. Addi-
tional information calculated during the transformation process, is added as element
at the top level (if globally needed) or as child of the according model-element. Ad-
ditional elements e.g. house elements to describe packet routing or elements for ad-
ditional unique identifiers (IDs) for certain elements. How the transformation is done
based on the source models and which elements need to be added will be discussed in
Section 6.2.

A.6. Models, Instances of Meta-Models

Based on these meta models, an instance of each model is created and the system is
assembled by the user. The modeled elements are then used as basis for further de-
velopment steps. As already mentioned for production meta-models, the basic content
of the production model (source for code generation) is also filled using the user input
in the different aspect models. One example excerpt of a production model ready for
code generation is depicted in Figure A.6. It consists of the information about the ser-
vices supported by the system (Service Description: e.g. LEDService to control a bank
of LEDs), the underlying network topology including the communication media de-
scribed in Network (e.g. RS232, ZigBee) and the application itself with the instantiated
services and their interconnections. Additional information is stored in Generator Config
where e.g. the generation of debug stubs can be enabled. How the production model
is assembled based in the aspect models and which steps need to be performed for this
transformation is elaborated in the next section.
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Figure A.5.: SensorLab Production Meta Model
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Figure A.6.: SensorLab Production Model Expanded
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